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ABSTRACT
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BATS
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Xueling Yi

The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2022
Under the Supervision of Professor Emily K. Latch

Molecular evolution refers to a broad field of studies ranging from microevolution (e.g.,
population genetics) to macroevolution (e.g., phylogeny), including the bridging field of
phylogeography. In natural populations, molecular studies are also combined with biogeography
that links biological diversity with geographic distributions to provide a comprehensive
understanding of evolutionary processes. The field of molecular evolution has been largely
advanced from early exploratory descriptions to statistical tests on biological hypotheses and
integrative analyses using sophisticated modeling. However, studies of molecular evolution still
face some unresolved questions and challenges, especially in non-model systems. For example,
the application of new technology has largely lagged behind in non-model systems, leaving
plenty of knowledge gaps that also constrain developments of evolutionary theories. In addition,
non-model organisms comprise the majority of global biodiversity and are urgently in need of
conservation management, which requires better understanding of their evolution, biogeographic
history, and population genetic structure. One of the non-model systems urgently in need of
research is bats (order Chiroptera), the second largest mammalian order with > 1,400 globally
distributed species. Bats have mysterious evolutionary histories and unique adaptations such as
echolocation, powered flight, morphological convergence, adaptation in diverse ecological
niches, and tolerance to viruses. The recent spillovers of bat-carrying viruses additionally call for
ii

research on bat ecology, distribution, and evolution, to help predict and control future virus
spillovers as well as for better conservation management of bats. In my doctoral dissertation, I
studied the molecular evolution and biogeography of the cosmopolitan bat genus Eptesicus
(family Vespertilionidae) with a focus on the New World species. First, I analyzed the
phylogenetic relationships among New World Eptesicus species, including the morphological
genus Histiotus which is endemic to South America and has been found closely related to New
World Eptesicus. Second, I studied the range-wide nuclear phylogeography of the widespread
Eptesicus species in North America, the big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus). Third, I estimated the
effects of nonrandom missing data on the population genetic structure inferred by the Principal
Component Analysis (PCA). I found that the Old World Eptesicus bats most likely colonized the
New World via the trans-Atlantic route from North Africa to the northern Neotropics in early to
mid-Miocene. Cryptic diversity was indicated in the Neotropics, and the Histiotus species were
found more closely related to Eptesicus fuscus. I found that distribution shifts of the North
American E. fuscus during the Pleistocene glaciation cycles might have initiated the
phylogeographic divergence shown by mitochondrial and nuclear DNA as well as morphological
subspecies. On the other hand, strong secondary gene flow might have been merging the once
diverged western phylogeographic lineages. In addition, I found that the population structure
illustrated by PCA could be misinterpreted when using mean imputation of large amounts of
nonrandom missing data, which could be common in non-model systems. I found that
individuals biased with high amounts of missing data would be dragged towards the PCA origin
and could be indistinguishable from truly admixed individuals. Accordingly, my dissertation
research on Eptesicus bats covered a broad spatial-temporal scale to study their evolutionary
history, biogeographic divergence, and inform conservation management. I showcase how the
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application of genomics and integrative analyses in non-model systems can shed new light on
our empirical as well as theoretical understanding of evolution and biodiversity.
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Chapter I. Introduction
Evolutionary biology has been revolutionized by the advent of molecular technologies and
powerful computational analyses. Molecular data, such as genomic sequencing, provide
unprecedented power to estimate biological diversity even on the individual level. Computational
biology, such as bioinformatics and modeling, provides additional strength to process big
datasets and carry out integrative analyses to shed light on the evolutionary processes underlying
the generation and maintenance of diversity. Molecular evolution thus refers to a broad range of
studies from microevolution (e.g., population genetics) to macroevolution (e.g., phylogeny),
including the bridging field of phylogeography. Molecular studies in natural populations are also
increasingly combined with biogeography that links biological diversity with ecology and
geographic distributions to provide a comprehensive understanding of evolutionary processes.
The field of molecular evolution is also evolving with the development of technology, analytical
approaches, and theoretical frameworks. Early studies tend to be more exploratory and
descriptive (Avise 2000), and their characterized molecular patterns provided important
foundations for following studies to conceptualize and test biological hypotheses statistically,
such as using sophisticated modeling (Knowles 2009). The field of molecular evolution and
biogeography also becomes additionally integrative by incorporating complementary analyses
and multidisciplinary data such as genomics, ecological traits, landscape, and climatic variables.
Such integrative studies can span broad spatial and temporal scales to better understand the
underlying evolutionary mechanisms and processes that generate the observed biodiversity.
Despite the exciting revolution and advances, the field of molecular evolution still faces some
unresolved questions and challenges, especially in non-model systems. For example, new
technology has been mostly developed in model organisms, such as humans, while their
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applications in non-model organisms have lagged behind, leaving plenty of knowledge gaps and
evolutionary stories that await to be told. This biased knowledge of biological systems further
constrains our consideration of alternative evolutionary processes. In other words, the
conventional theories, null assumptions, and handy biological hypotheses may not be fully
representative across taxonomic groups, and their extrapolation needs to be empirically tested.
Importantly, non-model organisms comprise the majority of global biodiversity, making their
biological studies urgently needed for better conservation management in the face of humaninduced climate change and the debated sixth mass extinction in the Anthropocene (Ceballos et
al. 2015). In my thesis, I approached some of the above problems by: 1) testing alternative
biological hypotheses about historical biogeography and evolution, 2) integrating complementary
data and analyses to shed light on eco-evolutionary dynamics under climate change, and 3)
illustrating challenges of studies on natural populations to improve the application of molecular
evolution in non-model systems.
Bats (order Chiroptera) are ideal for studying molecular evolution and biogeography for a
number of reasons. First, bats have a global distribution (excluding Antarctica) and a high level
of diversity as the second largest mammalian order with >1,400 recognized species (Fenton &
Simmons 2015). Second, bats have a mysterious evolutionary history and unique adaptations
such as echolocation, powered flight, and tolerance to viruses. Bats also occupy extremely
diverse ecological niches and thus play important ecological roles across global communities,
such as pest control, seed dispersal, and pollination (Kunz & Fenton 2005). Third, bats are
difficult to study using traditional morphology and field work because of their nocturnal
characteristics, cryptic behavior, and morphological convergence. Therefore, molecular
evolution and biogeography have greatly improved our understanding of the evolution and
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diversity of bats (Burland & Wilmer 2001; Teeling et al. 2005; Peixoto et al. 2018). However,
plenty of unresolved questions and knowledge gaps remain in bats, including their evolutionary
origin, global speciation processes, ecological characteristics, and contemporary diversity. The
recent spillovers of bat-carrying viruses additionally call for research on bats, not only about
their immunity and physiology, but also their ecology, distribution, and evolution, all of which
are important for the prediction and control of future virus spillovers as well as better
conservation management of bats (Letko et al. 2020; MacFarlane & Rocha 2020). In my
dissertation thesis, I studied the molecular evolution and biogeography of the cosmopolitan bat
genus Eptesicus, a group of insectivorous microbats in the most speciose bat family
Vespertilionidae. My thesis focused on the New World species and includes projects of
systematics, range-wide phylogeography, and population genetics, which covers a broad
geographic range (nearly global) and an evolutionary time scale (from Eocene to the near future
2070). I showcase how the application of genomics and integrative analyses in non-model
systems can shed new light on our empirical as well as theoretical understanding of evolution
and biodiversity.
Chapter two examines the molecular phylogeny of Eptesicus, including the morphological genus
Histiotus that is endemic in South America and has been found closely related to the New World
Eptesicus but in unresolved phylogenetic relationships (Hoofer & van den Bussche 2003; Roehrs
et al. 2010). I studied the colonization route between Old World and New World and test the onland versus trans-marine dispersal hypotheses in these volant terrestrial mammals. Using
extensive taxonomic and geographic sampling and high-power genomic data from thousands of
ultra-conserved elements (UCEs), I identified four major clades in the New World and a novel
topology of Histiotus and E. fuscus being sister clades that together diverged from two sister
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clades of Neotropical Eptesicus. Historical biogeographic reconstruction identified a Neotropical
origin of the New World clades and thus supported the trans-Atlantic colonization route, most
likely from North Africa to the northern Neotropics. Divergence time estimations further
indicated that the Miocene climatic events and hurricanes might have facilitated the longdistance dispersal of these bats, and possibly other taxonomic groups that diverged during the
same time. The updated phylogenies also highlighted the Neotropical cryptic diversity that calls
for taxonomic re-evaluation in future research. This study provides an empirical example of
trans-marine dispersal promoting global colonization and diversification in terrestrial animals, in
addition to the default assumption of on-land dispersal in biogeographic histories.
Chapter three examines the range-wide phylogeography of the only Eptesicus species identified
north of Mexico, the big brown bat (E. fuscus). Big brown bats are widely distributed from
southern Canada to northern South America, including most of the Caribbean Islands, with up to
11 identified morphological subspecies (Kurta & Baker 1990). Previous studies found
mitochondrial divergence consistent with subspecies distributions but a lack of nuclear
population structure, which was explained by mammalian male-biased gene flow homogenizing
nuclear genomes (Turmelle et al. 2011). However, the lack of nuclear divergence could also
result from limited analytical power. I hypothesized that population divergence in big brown bats
had been shaped by historical isolation during climate change, such as the Pleistocene glaciation,
and that such divergence signals could be detected in nuclear genomes despite secondary gene
flow. Using genome-wide markers from the restriction site-associated DNA sequencing
(RADseq), I characterized the fine-scale nuclear phylogeographic pattern that was overall
consistent with mitochondrial and morphological divergence. However, discordances were found
among nuclear trees and between mitochondrial and nuclear topologies, indicating strong effects
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of (but not sex-biased) gene flow on the shallow within-species phylogeography. Integrative
analyses of population genetics, networks, and demographic modeling demonstrated a complex
evolutionary history of Pleistocene/Holocene isolation followed by secondary gene flow that has
been merging once diverged lineages. Distribution modeling under future climate change
predicted further northward range expansion and habitat loss especially on Caribbean Islands,
indicating the importance of conservation management of this widespread species (Agosta 2002).
Both climate change and gene flow will continue influencing the Anthropocene biodiversity. My
work provides an empirical example of the within-species dynamics that could shed light on the
speciation process.
Chapter four focuses on missing data from next-generation sequencing of non-model systems, a
common problem that can bias result interpretation and even mislead downstream analyses or
conservation management practices. Here I studied the effects of missing data on the Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), a type of multidimensional analysis that has been widely used to
characterize and visualize genetic relationships among individuals or populations. Because PCA
does not tolerate missing data, it is conventional in population genetics to impute missing data
with mean values (e.g., default in the R package adegenet). However, it is unclear how the mean
imputed missing data might affect PCA plots and the interpreted genetic relationships, which has
been overlooked in many empirical studies of non-model systems where missing data tend to be
unavoidable due to variable sample quality and quantity. I simulated genetic datasets under
various biological scenarios and incorporated different types (random, individual-biased,
population-biased) and amounts of missing data for PCA estimation. I showed that when missing
data are nonrandom across individuals, mean imputation would drag the individuals biased with
high missingness towards the origin of the PCA plot, making them indistinguishable from the
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true admixed individuals and potentially resulting in misinterpreted genetic relationships. Such
effects of nonrandom missing data were also demonstrated using my empirical RADseq datasets
from big brown bats (Eptesicus fuscus), where low-quality samples with high amounts of
missing data were dragged away from their true population clusters towards the PCA origin.
Based on these results, I suggested ways to detect missing data effects on PCA (e.g., color
coding individuals by missing values) and better interpret population genetic structure (e.g.,
using various filtering strategies and complementary approaches) in non-model systems.
In summary, my research spans a wide spatial-temporal scale to demonstrate evolutionary
processes that generate the observed biodiversity, using bats as empirical examples. My studies
improved our understanding of the evolutionary history of Eptesicus bats and informed their
conservation management, which provides important foundations for future research in these
taxa. I showcased how the application of genomics and integrative analyses in non-model
systems could help test biological hypotheses empirically and shed new light on evolutionary
theories. Lastly, beyond the pursuit of scientific research, these projects reflect a personal
passion for studying natural populations to embrace biodiversity and elucidate the beauty of
nature.
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Abstract
Biodiversity can be boosted by colonization of new habitats, such as different continents and
remote islands. Molecular studies have suggested that recently evolved organisms probably
colonized already separated continents by dispersal, either via land bridge connections or
crossing the ocean. Here we test the on-land and trans-marine dispersal hypotheses by evaluating
possibilities of colonization routes over Bering land bridge and across the Atlantic Ocean in the
cosmopolitan bat genus Eptesicus (Chiroptera, Vespertilionidae). Previous molecular studies
have found New World Eptesicus more closely related to Histiotus, a Neotropical endemic
lineage with enlarged ears, than to Old World Eptesicus. However, phylogenetic relationships
within the New World group remained unresolved and their evolutionary history was unclear.
Here we studied the systematics of New World Eptesicus and Histiotus using extensive
taxonomic and geographic sampling, and genomic data from thousands of ultra-conserved
elements (UCEs). We estimated phylogenetic trees using concatenation and multispecies
coalescent. All analyses supported four major New World clades and a novel topology where E.
fuscus and Histiotus are sister clades that together diverged from two sister clades of Neotropical
Eptesicus. Intra-clade divergence indicated cryptic diversity that has been concealed by
morphological features, especially in the Neotropics where taxonomic re-evaluations are
warranted. Molecular dating estimated that Old World and New World clades diverged around
17 million years ago followed by radiation of major New World clades in the mid-Miocene,
when climatic changes might have facilitated global dispersal and radiation events.
Biogeographic ancestral reconstruction supported the Neotropical origin of the New World
clades, indicating a trans-Atlantic colonization route from North Africa to the northern
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Neotropics. We highlight that trans-marine dispersal may be more prevalent than currently
acknowledged and may be an important first step to global biodiversification.
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Introduction
Diversification can be boosted when organisms colonize novel habitats that have been previously
unreachable, such as remote islands and separated continents. Novel habitats provide the new
arrivals with open niches that are both opportunities and challenges, possibly resulting in
adaptation and rapid speciation. How organisms colonized novel habitats in the first place is thus
an important question for understanding their diversification and evolutionary history. The
classic vicariance theory explains that cosmopolitan taxa reached their global distribution during
continental breakups. However, molecular estimates of diversification times that are after
continental breakups indicated that more recently evolved organisms, such as the majority of
terrestrial mammals, probably reached their global distribution by dispersal (Upchurch 2008).
Two mechanisms have been hypothesized for the long-distance dispersal between separated
lands. The on-land dispersal hypothesis proposes that organisms moved between continents via
land connections, such as the Bering land bridge connecting Eurasia and North America (Jiang et
al. 2019), and the Isthmus of Panama connecting North and South Americas (Bacon et al. 2016).
Alternatively, the trans-marine dispersal hypothesis proposes that organisms colonized remote
islands or continents by crossing the ocean via mechanisms such as seed drifting, rafting,
swimming, and flying (de Queiroz 2005). For example, successful trans-marine dispersal has
been reported in the colonization of Caribbean islands by lizards (Censky et al. 1998), the
dispersal among Southeast Asian islands by fruit bats (Tsang et al. 2020), and trans-Atlantic
dispersal by angiosperms (Renner 2004), land snails (Uit de Weerd & Gittenberger 2013),
insects (Lovejoy et al. 2005; Murray & Heraty 2016), birds (Batista et al. 2020), primates (Bond
et al. 2015), and rodents (Rowe et al. 2010). Such long-distance dispersal over water also
happens at present, such as the remarkable journey between the African wintering grounds and
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the North American Arctic breeding grounds of northern wheatears (Oenanthe oenanthe,
Bairlein et al. 2012). However, despite accumulating evidence of trans-marine dispersal, on-land
dispersal routes remain the default assumption in historical biogeography, possibly biased by
human nature as terrestrial animals, and thus the prevalence of trans-marine dispersal in the
evolutionary history is possibly under-estimated.
Successful trans-marine dispersal has been associated with certain ecological and/or
physiological features, such as the wind-dispersal mechanism in plants (Munoz et al. 2004;
Renner 2004), the tolerance of saltwater in lizards (Hsu et al. 2021), and the ability of longdistance flight in birds (Hosner et al. 2017) and bats. Bats (Order Chiroptera) are the only
mammalian group that has powered flight which probably has facilitated their global distribution
and speciation. Divergence of extant bat lineages was estimated around 65 million years ago
(Teeling et al. 2005), well after continental breakups, indicating a global distribution achieved by
dispersal rather than vicariance. However, although trans-marine dispersal may be feasible for
bats due to their abilities of powered flight, bat dispersal might still be constraint on land by their
ecological needs such as reliance on terrestrial roosting sites, food availability, and access to
fresh water (Kunz & Fenton 2005). Therefore, bats are a good model system for testing the
above dispersal hypotheses, both of which have been proposed in previous studies of bat global
colonization. For example, studies in the genus Myotis suggested that the Old World common
ancestor colonized the New World via the Bering land bridge (Stadelmann et al. 2007; Ruedi et
al. 2013), while a study using parsimonious ancestral state reconstruction suggested that quite a
few bat lineages colonized the New World via trans-Atlantic dispersal (Lim 2009). Additionally,
with more than 1,400 species distributed in various environments worldwide (Fenton &
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Simmons 2015), bats provide a great research opportunity to study whether and how longdistance dispersal and colonization of novel habitats might boost global diversification.
Here we focused on the genus Eptesicus (family Vespertilionidae), a cosmopolitan group of
short-eared insectivorous bats. Previous phylogenetic studies of the Old World Eptesicus have
found extensive cryptic diversity (Goodman et al. 2012; Juste et al. 2013; Koubínová et al. 2013;
Amador et al. 2018) while relationships among the New World species remain ambiguous.
Interestingly, molecular phylogenies showed that New World species were more closely related
to the morphological genus Histiotus than to the Old World species, leading to the taxonomic
suggestion of three subgenera Cnephaeus (Old World), Eptesicus (New World), and Histiotus
(Hoofer & van den Bussche 2003; Roehrs et al. 2010). However, the obviously enlarged ears in
the South American endemic Histiotus bats (Thomas 1916; Nowak & Walker 1994) made most
subsequent studies continue to treat Histiotus as a unique genus (e.g., Handley & Gardner 2008;
Feijó et al. 2015; Díaz et al 2019; Rodríguez-Posada et al. 2021; Velazco et al. 2021). Regardless
of the taxonomy, unresolved phylogenies of the New World Eptesicus and Histiotus also
indicated different colonization routes and diversification processes. On-land dispersal from
Eurasia to Nearctic via Bering land was supported by mitochondrial phylogenies where Nearctic
E. fuscus was the basal lineage of the New World clade (Hoofer & van den Bussche 2003;
Roehrs et al. 2010; Amador et al. 2018). On the other hand, trans-Atlantic dispersal from Old
World to the Neotropics was supported by the nuclear phylogeny where South American
Histiotus was the basal lineage (Roehrs et al. 2010), or the possible topology where Neotropical
Eptesicus was the basal lineage (e.g., Lim 2009). The lack of node resolution and weak statistic
supports in previous phylogenetic studies may result from an evolutionary history of rapid early
diversification in the family Vespertilionidae combined with limited sampling of taxonomic,
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geographic, and genomic diversity (Hoofer & van den Bussche 2003; Lack & van den Bussche
2010). Therefore, extensive sampling and higher analytical power are required to estimate
phylogenetics of the New World Eptesicus and Histiotus and to understand their evolutionary
history.
Accordingly, we tested the on-land versus trans-marine dispersal hypotheses in the cosmopolitan
bat genus Eptesicus and studied their New World diversification using a systematic approach.
We collected as many nominated species as possible and incorporated extensive geographic
sampling to help detect cryptic diversity. We used ultra-conserved elements (UCEs) as the
genomic marker to gain higher analytical power. UCEs are variable sequences flanking
thousands of orthologous nuclear regions that are conserved across taxonomic groups (Faircloth
et al. 2012). UCEs have proven to be powerful for phylogenomic studies across diverse taxa such
as insects (Blaimer et al. 2015), fish (Alda et al. 2019), snakes (Blair et al. 2019), frogs (Guillory
et al. 2020), birds (Smith et al. 2014a), and mammals (Esselstyn et al. 2017) including the bat
genus Myotis (Platt et al. 2018; Morales et al. 2019). The multi-locus data generated from
hundreds to thousands of UCEs provide reliable estimates of phylogenies and work better to
capture the species evolutionary history than single-locus data such as mitochondrial genomes
(Platt et al. 2018). We constructed phylogenetic trees using concatenation as well as multispecies
coalescent methods, and further incorporated divergence time estimation and ancestral state
reconstruction to understand the evolutionary history of Eptesicus bats. Our study also sheds
light on the broader mechanisms of long-distance dispersal promoting global biodiversification.

Materials and Methods
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Taxonomic sampling
We obtained samples of 95 individual bats from researchers and museums (Appendix A Table
S1, Fig S1). Tissue samples (frozen or preserved in ethanol) were requested if possible;
otherwise, we collected one piece (about 2x3 mm) of wing skin per individual from dry museum
specimens. We collected as many nominated Eptesicus species as possible and multiple
individuals per species representing different subspecies or geographic populations to help detect
cryptic diversity (Fig 1.1). Species identification was provided by source collections (i.e.,
museums or researchers). Based on the taxonomy in Bat Species of the World (Simmons &
Cirranello 2020, https://batnames.org, accessed August 2021), our samples included
approximately 8 of 10 nominated species from the New World subgenus Eptesicus, 6 of 8
species from Histiotus, and 6 of 16 species from the Old World subgenus Cnephaeus. Genus
Eptesicus also includes a subgenus Rhinopterus with only one nominated species in the Old
World (E. floweri; Simmons & Cirranello 2020) but we were not able to include it in the current
study. We also collected 14 individual samples representing 12 outgroup species including two
species that have been re-assigned from Eptesicus to genera Laephotis and Rhyneptesicus; a
species from the most closely related genus Scotomanes; species from other genera
(Lasionycteris, Nycticeius, Glauconycteris, Rhogeessa, Antrozous) in the subfamily
Vespertilioninae; a Myotis species and a Kerivoula species from closely related subfamilies
within family Vespertilionidae; and a Miniopterus species from the closely related family
Miniopteridae (Hoofer & van den Bussche 2003; Miller-Butterworth et al. 2007; Lack & van den
Bussche 2010; Roehrs et al. 2010; Amador et al. 2018).

UCE enrichment and bioinformatics
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Genomic DNA was extracted from contemporary samples using the Qiagen DNeasy Blood &
Tissue Kit, and from museum samples using an optimized aDNA protocol of phenol-chloroform
extraction (Alminas et al. 2021). The extracted DNA was quantified using a Qubit fluorometer,
concentrated into 1ug DNA per sample (all DNA concentrated if <1ug), and sent to Arbor
Biosciences (Ann Arbor, MI, USA) for target sequencing following their myBaits Manual v4
protocol. Each sample was prepared into a standard double-stranded DNA library (ds library, if
about 1ug DNA) or a single-stranded DNA library (ss library if <500 ng DNA; Appendix A Table
S1). The ss library preparation was applied to low-quality or low-quantity DNA samples to
improve efficiency for high-throughput sequencing (Gansauge et al. 2017). We replicated an
individual using a ds library-prepared sample (about 1ug DNA) and an ss library-prepared
sample (about 580 ng) to reassure comparable performance of the two library types. Accordingly,
our experiments included 96 libraries that were dual-barcoded and pooled in sets of eight (sets of
four if extractions from skin samples). Prepared libraries were then enriched for UCEs using the
Tetrapods 5Kv1 probe set (5,472 baits targeting 5,060 UCEs, Faircloth et al. 2012) and
sequenced at equal depths (about one Gb per library) for 150 bp paired-end reads using Illumina
Novaseq 6000.
Demultiplexed sequencing data were obtained from Arbor Biosciences and processed in
illumiprocessor 2.0.9 (Faircloth 2013) and Trimmomatic (Bolger et al. 2014) to trim adaptor
sequences and low-quality bases (default threshold phred 33) into reads in minimum 40 bp.
Trimmed reads were assembled into sample-specific contigs using SPAdes (Prjibelski et al.
2020) implemented in PHYLUCE v1.6.8 (Faircloth 2016). The following processes were done in
PHYLUCE v1.7.0 with default settings unless stated otherwise.
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The orthologous nature of UCEs allowed us to incorporate data from previous studies that used
the same enrichment baits. Here we added four individuals sequenced by Platt et al. (2018)
including two E. fuscus (eptesicus-fuscus-DAR4; eptfus1-genome-GCA000308155-1) and two
Myotis (myoluc2-genome-GCA000147115-1; myotis-horsefeldi-1926039) whose contig
assemblies were downloaded from the Dryad archive (https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.5g205). The
assembled contigs of total 100 samples (96 new plus 4 previous) were mapped to the tetrapodsUCE-5Kv1 probes (Faircloth et al. 2012) to identify UCE loci and remove duplications. The
identified UCEs were extracted using the PHYLUCE command
phyluce_assembly_get_match_counts, and the number of UCEs per sample was estimated using
the command phyluce_assembly_get_fastas_from_match_counts. Individuals identified with
<500 UCEs (less than 10% of the targeted loci) were removed as failed enrichments, probably
due to low DNA qualities and quantities. The replicated sample generated comparable results
using ds and ss library preparations (supplementary text), and thus we also removed the replicate
that had less input DNA. Sequences of the remaining samples were aligned using MAFFT and
internally trimmed using GBLOCKS as implemented in PHYLUCE. UCEs present in at least
75% individuals were output for downstream analyses.

Individual phylogenetic relationships
The output UCEs were concatenated in PHYLUCE. We used the single partition scheme in
concatenation analyses due to computational constraints (run time and memory) and previous
findings that partitioning does not impact tree topology or biological inference (Platt et al. 2018;
Alda et al. 2019; Blair et al. 2019; but see Tagliacollo & Lanfear 2018). In addition, it remains
unclear whether partition of UCE data in vertebrates is appropriate or beneficial (Guillory et al.
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2020; Portik & Wiens 2021). The maximum likelihood (ML) phylogeny was conducted in
RAxML v8.2.12 (Stamatakis 2014). A single complete analysis (command -f a) was run to
conduct 100 rapid bootstraps and a thorough ML search using the GTRGAMMA model, and
trees were rooted (constraint command -o) by the outgroup individual of Miniopterus natalensis.
The best-scored ML tree was visualized in R 4.0 (R Core Team 2021) using the package ggtree
(Yu 2020). The Bayesian inference (BI) analyses were conducted in ExaBayes v1.5.1 (Aberer et
al. 2014) in two independent runs each having two coupled chains executed in parallel. All
chains were run for 2 million generations with 25% burnin, parsimonySPR of 8, likeSpr of 4,
branchMulti of 8, and blDistGamma of 6. The average standard deviation of split frequencies
(SDSF) among all chains were estimated using the sdsf command, and the summary statistics of
parameters were estimated using the postProcParam command in ExaBayes. Convergence of
runs was checked by average SDSF <5% (average 0.23% in our data) and the effective sampling
size (ESS) >200 for all parameters (ESS >500 in our data). Run results were built into consensus
trees using the extended majority rule.
In addition to concatenation methods, we also used coalescent to account for the gene tree
heterogeneity caused by incomplete lineage sorting. We estimated individual phylogenies using
the quartet-based coalescent method SVDquartets (Chifman & Kubatko 2014) implemented in
PAUP v4 (Swofford 2003). All individuals were treated as independent tips (i.e., no taxonomic
assignments) and UCEs were combined in the input data. We did an exhaustive evaluation of all
quartets (1,929,501 total) using the multispecies coalescent tree model, the multilocus analysis,
and 100 bootstrap replicates. Results were built into consensus trees using the 50% Majority
Rule. The BI and quartet-based trees were rooted by Miniopterus natalensis and visualized in
FigTree (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree).
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“Species trees” of operational taxonomic units
Individual phylogenetic trees indicated species misidentification of three samples which were
excluded from the following analyses for clarity. The PHYLUCE command
phyluce_align_extract_taxa_from_alignments was used to remove individuals from the 75%
complete UCE alignment, and the command phyluce_align_get_informative_sites was used to
estimate the number of informative sites per UCE in the retained data set. The remaining
individuals were assigned into putative operational taxonomic units (OTUs) based on their
species identities from source collections, geographic sampling sites, and positions in the
individual phylogenetic trees generated above. We then estimated “species trees” on the assigned
OTUs using multispecies coalescent in three complementary approaches.
First, the quartet-based method SVDquartets was conducted with individuals (excluding the
misidentified ones) assigned into OTUs. All quartets (1,425,790 total) were evaluated and the
other commands were the same as described above. Second, we estimated species trees using the
summary method ASTRAL-III v5.7.7 (Zhang et al. 2018) which maximizes the number of
quartets shared among input gene trees of UCEs. To construct gene trees, we did maximum
likelihood analyses on each UCE in RAxML in the same way described above but without the
outgroup constraint. We then compiled newick files of best-scored ML trees from all UCEs and
the 500, 1000, and 2000 most informative UCEs based on their percent informative sites. The
low-supported branches (bootstraps < 10%) in each compile were collapsed using Newick
Utilities1.6 (Junier & Zdobnov 2010) to minimize gene tree errors and improve summary
accuracy (Zhang et al. 2018). Individuals in gene trees were assigned into OTUs in ASTRAL-III
and the species trees were estimated with local posterior probabilities (PP) based on quartet
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supports (Sayyari & Mirarab 2016). Third, we used the full search method Bayesian
Phylogenetics and Phylogeography (BPP) v4.4 (Flouri et al. 2018) to estimate species trees
based on fixed taxonomic assignments (analysis A01; Yang 2015). Due to constraints on
computational time and memory, we only used the alignment of the 500 most informative UCEs
in BPP analyses and we set the guide tree as the ASTRAL-III topology generated from 500
UCEs. Two independent runs were conducted, each with 10,000 burnin, 2 sample frequency,
50,000 number of samples, the theta inverse-gamma prior (3, 0.004), the tau inverse-gamma
prior (3, 0.09), and the other parameters as default. The estimated best trees from the two runs
were compared to check consistency. All species trees were visualized in FigTree and rooted by
Miniopterus natalensis.

Molecular timing
To estimate divergence times, we generated a pruned data set by including only one individual
per OTU. When multiple individuals were assigned to the same OTU, we selected the individual
that had higher data quality. Alignments of the selected individuals were extracted and
concatenated in PHYLUCE using the 500 most informative UCEs or 500 randomly chosen
UCEs for comparison. Then, these pruned data sets were used to estimate divergence time in the
Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) program MCMCTree (Yang & Rannala 2006)
implemented in PAML v4.9j (Yang 2007). We fixed the input tree as the ASTRAL-III topology
of 500 UCEs and incorporated two soft-bound calibrations based on previous molecular
phylogenies. We calibrated the root node as 43-54 million years, representing the most recent
common ancestor (MRCA) of families Vespertilionidae and Miniopteridae, and we calibrated the
MRCA of subfamilies Myotinae and Vespertilioninae as 20-36 million years (Eick et al. 2005;
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Teeling et al. 2005; Miller-Butterworth et al. 2007; Lack & van den Bussche 2010; Agnarsson et
al. 2011; Amador et al. 2018). The MCMCTree was run with the clock model of independent
rates, the substitution model HKYG5, 1 million burnin, 5000 sample frequency, 20000 number
of samples, and default settings for other parameters. To speed up analyses, we used the
approximate likelihood calculation to first estimate branch lengths by maximum likelihood and
then estimate divergence times using MCMC to approximate likelihoods (Reis & Yang 2011).
For each data set (i.e., 500 most informative UCEs or 500 randomly chosen UCEs), we ran two
independent MCMC runs and checked convergence based on ESS values using Tracer v1.7.2
(Rambaut et al. 2018) and convergence plots between runs. The timed trees were visualized in
FigTree.

Historical biogeography and ancestral reconstruction
Ancestral geographic distribution was reconstructed using the R package BioGeoBEARS
(Matzke 2013; Matzke 2014). We included ten biogeographic areas according to the proposed
zoogeographic regions and realms (Holt et al. 2013) and our sample distribution (Appendix A
Fig S1). We followed the terminology in Holt et al. (2013) where the Neotropical realm was
divided into the Amazonian and South American regions, and it should be noted that the
Amazonian area includes both the rainforest and the surrounding northern Andes. In addition, we
labeled the Caribbean as an independent biogeographic area considering its insular nature. We
coded the distribution of OTUs into biogeographic areas based on our sampling localities and the
species distribution from the International Union for Conservation of Nature Red List (IUCN,
https://www.iucnredlist.org/, accessed October 2021). For instance, the OTU of Continent West
E. fuscus included samples from the western Nearctic, Panama, and the northern Neotropics, and
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thus this OTU was coded by three biogeographic areas. The species E. bottae has a SaharoArabian distribution on the IUCN Red List but the only sample in our analyses was collected
from Kyrgyzstan in the Palearctic area, and thus this OTU was coded by both biogeographic
areas. Similarly, our sample putatively representing the species E. pachyomus was collected from
Pakistan, but this species is also distributed in the Indian subcontinent (e.g., Juste et al. 2013),
and thus this OTU was coded as both Saharo-Arabian and Palearctic areas.
BioGeoBEARS was conducted using default parameters (Matzke 2013) and the maximum range
size of four. The timed phylogenetic tree from MCMCTree using the 500 most informative UCEs
was used as the input tree. In addition, we also used the BPP tree topology, which was different
from the other phylogenies, as the input to see if our interpretation differed. The Generalized
Simulated Annealing (GenSA) was used for parameter optimization. Ancestral states were
reconstructed using all six available biogeographic models, including Dispersal–Extinction–
Cladogenesis (DEC), Dispersal-Vicariance Analysis (DIVALIKE), and BAYAREALIKE, and
their counterparts with founder events (DEC+J, DIVALIKE+J, BAYAREALIKE+J). The null
models estimate dispersal (the d parameter) and extinction (the e parameter) based on continuous
geographic range expansion and contraction, which is more similar to expectations of the on-land
dispersal hypothesis. On the other hand, the “+J” models additionally incorporate “jump
dispersal” (the j parameter) between discontinuous biogeographic areas, which is especially
suitable for island biogeography (Matzke 2014) and would represent the trans-marine dispersal
hypothesis. Models were compared based on log likelihoods (LnL), the Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) values, and the AIC values with number of parameters controlled (AICc). The
model with the lowest AIC and AICc values (or highest LnL) was identified as the better fit.
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Results
UCE enrichment and individual phylogenetic relationships
Raw sequences of our 96 samples were trimmed to an average 5,229,362 (range 2,276 –
32,068,016) paired reads per sample. Assemblies generated an average of 138,474 (range 38 –
640,425) contigs per sample with an average length of 243 bp (87-384 bp). A total of 16 samples
were removed, including one replicate and 15 failed enrichments (<500 UCE loci; Appendix A
Fig S2), and 4 samples were incorporated from Platt et al. (2018), resulting in a data set of 84
individuals. A total of 4,972 UCEs were identified in the 84 samples. Additional filtering by 75%
completeness retained 3,611 UCEs (present in >= 63 individuals), with an average alignment
length of 307 bp (201 – 733 bp) and 31 (1-116) informative sites per UCE.
The concatenation methods ML and BI generated well supported and highly consistent
phylogenies of the 84 individuals (Fig 1.2; Appendix A Fig S3). The only difference between ML
and BI trees occurred in the subclade of the Continent East E. fuscus (Appendix A Fig S3) and
probably reflects strong intra-population gene flow. The coalescent method SVDquartets
generated an overall similar tree topology but showed lower statistical supports and limited
resolution of recent nodes (Appendix A Fig S4), similar to patterns found in the previous studies
comparing concatenation and SVDquartets (e.g., Blair et al. 2019). Multifurcating nodes in the
quartet-based tree also indicated gene flow among closely related individuals such as those of E.
fuscus (Appendix A Fig S4). Despite the minor discordances, all individual phylogenies
consistently supported four monophyletic clades corresponding to E. fuscus, Histiotus, and two
cryptic sister clades of Neotropical Eptesicus (Fig 1.2). In addition, we found Histiotus more
closely related to E. fuscus than to their sympatric Neotropical Eptesicus, and we found two
paraphyletic clades of the Old World Eptesicus, roughly representing divergence between
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Eurasia and South Africa (Fig 1.2; Appendix A Fig S3, Fig S4). Outgroup relationships in our
results support that genera Rhogeessa and Antrozous are more closely related to Eptesicus (e.g.,
Hoofer & van den Bussche 2003; Roehrs et al. 2010) rather than Myotis (Miller-Butterworth et
al. 2007), consistent with current taxonomy. In addition, all individual phylogenies repeatedly
showed misidentification of three samples whose morphological species identities did not match
their positions in the molecular phylogeny (individuals in red; Fig 1.2; Appendix A Fig S3, Fig
S4). Unfortunately, we were not able to provide morphological examination of these individuals
as they were all collected as tissue samples, and additional evidence (e.g., morphology or other
genetic markers) is required to further evaluate their species identity. Therefore, we suggested
misidentification and putative taxonomy based on our molecular data (Appendix A Table S1) but
excluded these individuals from downstream analyses for clarity.
Our results also supported the previous taxonomic updates of elevating E. serotinus pachyomus
(the sample from Pakistan) and E. serotinus isabellinus (the sample from Tunisia) into full
species E. pachyomus and E. isabellinus (Juste et al. 2013), renaming E. nasutus into a different
genus Rhyneptesicus (Juste et al. 2013), and renaming E. matroka into a different genus
Laephotis (following Simmons & Cirranello 2020; but Goodman et al. 2012 suggested genus
Neoromicia). In addition, our individual phylogenies indicated cryptic diversity that has not been
recognized in current taxonomy. Phylogenetic relationships of closely related individuals seemed
more consistent with their geographic localities than morphological species identities. Therefore,
we assigned the remaining 81 individuals into 54 operational taxonomic units (OTUs) based on
species identities, geographic localities, and their positions in the individual phylogeny (Fig 1.2).

Species trees of putative taxonomic units
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Species trees of the 54 OTUs varied slightly among methods and data sets but all supported the
four major New World clades and the same topology of E. fuscus and Histiotus being sister
clades that together diverged from two sister clades of the Neotropical Eptesicus (Fig 1.3).
Although we used the conventional term “species tree”, it should be noted that the OTUs do not
necessarily represent valid species but could be subspecies or geographic populations (such as
the continental lineages of E. fuscus). Therefore, putative gene flow among closely related OTUs
might have resulted in the lower intra-clade statistical supports and the discordances among
species trees (Fig 1.3). However, we decided to use the slightly over-split OTUs to fully
represent the putative cryptic diversity that might have been concealed by unclear species
identities based on morphology.
The species tree generated by the summary method ASTRAL-III using the 500 most informative
UCEs (Fig 1.3A) is most consistent with individual phylogenies, species trees generated by other
methods, and our expectations, and thus we relied on this tree in the following analyses and
discussion. The ASTRAL-III analyses on four input data sets generated highly similar results
with slight differences (Appendix A Fig S5). Analyses using 1000 and 2000 most informative
UCEs showed different positions of E. fuscus hispaniolae (Dominican Republic), E. serotinus
(Iran), and E. bottae; analyses using all UCEs showed additional discordances in the positions of
E. fuscus dutertreus (Bahamas), E. fuscus (Jamaica), H. velatus (Peru), and E. furinalis (Belize,
Nicaragua). Although ASTRAL-III analyses using more UCEs (i.e., more input gene trees) had
relatively higher supports for recent nodes, the summary tree using the 500 UCEs had the highest
supports for more ancient nodes (Appendix A Fig S5). These minor discrepancies may result
from the competition between a gain of information and an increase of noise/error when more
gene trees are included into the summary method (Zhang et al. 2018). The species tree from
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SVDquartets included two multifurcating nodes and differed from the summary tree mainly in
positions of closely related OTUs (Fig 1.3B). The two independent runs of BPP generated highly
similar best trees and thus we only present the result that had higher probabilities (p = 0.386
versus p = 0.166). The BPP species tree is almost identical with the summary tree (which was
used as the guide tree) but indicated monophyly of the Old World clades (Fig 1.3C), which
differed from all other analyses in our study. Our estimated topology of E. fuscus and Histiotus
being sister clades and Old World Eptesicus being paraphyletic is different from previous studies
(Hoofer & van den Bussche 2003; Roehrs et al. 2010; Juste et al 2013; Amador et al. 2018),
possibly because our more extensive taxonomic and geographic sampling helped balance the
New World phylogeny and break up long branches (such as the E. fuscus lineage in previous
phylogenies). We also used more powerful data from thousands of UCEs distributed across the
nuclear genome to provide higher resolution in phylogenetic analyses. However, it should be
noted that the node leading to E. fuscus and Histiotus was relatively less supported in all analyses
(except BPP), indicating that this divergence may not be fully resolved.

Divergence time and the historical biogeography
For each of the pruned data sets, the two independent runs of MCMCTree showed convergence
(ESS > 200 for all parameters) and highly consistent estimates of posterior mean divergence
times. Thus we only presented results of the run that had relatively higher ESS values using the
500 most informative UCEs (Fig 1.4) and the 500 randomly chosen UCEs (Appendix A Fig S6).
The overall results were similar using the two data sets. However, the 500 most informative
UCEs appeared to generate better estimations because the mean posterior divergence times were
slightly shorter at the more recent nodes, and the 95% highest posterior density (HPD) was
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narrower, compared to corresponding estimations using the 500 randomly chosen UCEs
(Appendix A Fig S7). Therefore, in the following analyses and interpretation, we focused on the
results from the 500 most informative UCEs.
Divergence between the New World and Old World Eptesicus was estimated around 17.38
million years ago (mya) with the 95% HPD 11.19 – 23.88 mya, consistent with the previous
estimates of mean 16.97 mya divergence time (Amador et al. 2018). Clades of E. fuscus and
Histiotus were estimated to diverge from Neotropical Eptesicus around 14.82 mya (95% HPD
8.99 - 20.66 mya), relatively older than the previous estimates of mean 11 mya based on a
different underlying topology (Amador et al. 2018). The sister clades E. fuscus and Histiotus
diverged around 13.8 mya (95% HPD 8.29 - 19.50 mya), and the sister clades of Neotropical
Eptesicus diverged around 12.47 mya (95% HPD 7.47 - 18.20 mya). These key divergence
events were timed around early to mid-Miocene, followed by divergence in late Miocene to the
Pleistocene (Fig 1.4). However, mean estimates of divergence time among closely related OTUs
were overall much older than expected, such as the 8 mya divergence between continental
lineages of E. fuscus compared to the previously estimated Holocene divergence using RADseq
data (Yi & Latch 2022). This difference in time estimation may be due to the violated
assumptions of no gene flow among OTUs. In addition, it has been found that concatenation
methods (e.g., MCMCTree used here) with deep calibrations generally overestimate divergence
times of closely related taxa (Tiley et al. 2020). Therefore, we suggest that the molecular
divergence time between closely related OTUs may be overestimated in our study and thus
should be interpreted with caution. However, the ancestral divergence, such as among major
Eptesicus clades and outgroups, are expected to be more accurate.
The BioGeoBEARS results supported models with founder events (+J) over their corresponding
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null models, indicating discontinuous range expansion via “jump dispersal” among geographic
regions, such as via the trans-Atlantic route. When using the MCMCTree results (Fig 1.4) as the
input, we found the DEC+J model as the best fit (Table 1.1) and the MRCA of the New World
Eptesicus mostly likely in the Amazonian area, and the MRCA of Old World and New World
Eptesicus most likely in the Saharo-Arabian area (Fig 1.5). When using the BPP topology (Fig
1.3C) as the input, again we found the DEC+J model as the best fit (Appendix A Table S2) and
the MRCA of the New World Eptesicus in the Amazonian area, but the MRCA of Old World and
New World Eptesicus was most likely in the Oriental area (Appendix A Fig S8).

Discussion
How organisms achieved their global distribution and diversification is an important question for
understanding their evolution. Two key steps are required in the process of biodiversification: the
successful colonization of new habitats, and the subsequent radiation in unoccupied ecological
niches. It has been assumed that recently evolved organisms (such as the majority of terrestrial
mammals) colonized separated continents via on-land dispersal, but it has been argued that the
alternative trans-marine dispersal should be considered equally likely (de Queiroz 2005). Our
phylogenetic study of the cosmopolitan bat genus Eptesicus favored the trans-marine dispersal
hypothesis over on-land dispersal hypothesis, and indicated a colonization route from North
Africa to the northern Neotropics. Using high-resolution genomic markers and extensive
taxonomic as well as geographic sampling, we identified four well-supported New World clades
and a novel topology where Histiotus is more closely related to E. fuscus, and we detected
cryptic diversity in the Neotropics where current morphological identifications do not fully
reflect molecular phylogenetic relationships. Our study in bats also supported previous findings
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in birds (Smith et al. 2014b) that dispersal among heterogeneous environments drove the high
level of Neotropical diversity, which could be a common mechanism of diversification in
dispersive taxa. We highlight that trans-marine dispersal should be considered as an important
hypothesis to be tested in terrestrial organisms, which could have an evolutionary significance in
boosting global biodiversity.

Trans-Atlantic dispersal
Our results favored the trans-Atlantic dispersal over the on-land dispersal hypothesis in the
global colonization of Eptesicus bats. The identified New World origin in the (northern)
Neotropics is expected to be the landing area of the Old World common ancestor that first
colonized the New World. Our ancestral reconstruction using the ASTRAL tree topology showed
that this Old World common ancestor most likely originated from the Saharo-Arabian area (Fig
1.5). These ancestral reconstructions thus indicated a trans-Atlantic colonization route from
North Africa to the northern Neotropics, which is also approximately the shortest geographic
distance across the Atlantic. On the other hand, ancestral reconstructions using the BPP tree
topology showed an Oriental origin of the Old World common ancestor (Appendix A Fig S8),
indicating a trans-Pacific route that would be less parsimonious and thus less likely. It should be
noted that the biogeographic areas were divided on a broad scale and the boundaries are not
absolute in some regions, such as between the Saharo-Arabian and Palearctic areas and between
the Amazonian and South American areas where some of our samples were located (Fig 1.1;
Appendix A Fig S1), making these pairs of adjacent areas comparatively likely. In addition,
caution is warranted that our limited sampling in the Old World, such as in the Oriental and
Palearctic, might have impacted phylogenetic analyses (such as the paraphyly of Old World
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clades) and precluded detection of more detailed biogeographic patterns. As a result, one might
suggest that the Old World common ancestor could have originated from the eastern Palearctic
where we lacked sampling. However, we find this scenario less likely than the Saharo-Arabian
origin for the following reasons. First, the eastern Palearctic has a much lower species richness
compared to the Saharo-Arabian area (Juste et al. 2013), and speciation is predicted to originate
from areas of higher species richness due to the longer evolutionary time. Second, colonization
from eastern Palearctic directly to northern Neotropics would also indicate a trans-marine
dispersal over a much greater distance across the Pacific, a route that is less parsimonious than
the shorter trans-Atlantic route.
Third, if a common ancestor in the eastern Palearctic first arrived in North America by an onland dispersal route across Beringia, then one would expect to find initial radiations resulting in
higher species diversity in North America than in South America. Such patterns of higher species
richness in North America have been observed in the genus Myotis (e.g., Morales et al. 2019)
which was suggested to have colonized the New World from Old World via Beringia
(Stadelmann et al. 2007; Ruedi et al. 2013) and where the northern Nearctic species (Myotis
lucifugus) is even distributed in Alaska. The reverse is true in Eptesicus which has 17 nominated
species (including the Histiotus clade) in South America but only one species to the north of
Mexico, and the extant New World species have a Neotropical origin (Fig 1.5; Appendix A Fig
S8). Therefore, an on-land colonization explanation for Eptesicus evolution would require a mass
extinction of all the ancestral lineages that initially colonized and diverged in North America.
Instead, the discovered Nearctic Eptesicus fossils are rare, only dated back to late-Miocene to
Pliocene, and likely represented the extant species Eptesicus fuscus (Czaplewski 2017). The
available fossil record thus does not indicate a scenario of mass extinction of all ancestral
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Nearctic Eptesicus lineages. Accordingly, we suggest that the trans-Atlantic colonization route is
more likely than an on-land route in this bat lineage. Additional studies using more complete Old
World sampling are needed to further test hypotheses about the origin of Eptesicus bats and their
global colonization routes.
Trans-Atlantic dispersal between Africa and the Neotropics has also been suggested in other bat
lineages (Lim 2009) and various taxonomic groups of plants and animals (e.g., reviewed in de
Queiroz 2005). Bats most likely flew across the Atlantic, but we could not fully exclude the
possibility of rafting such as proposed in other mammals (Rowe et al. 2010; Bond et al. 2015)
and in the poorly flighted birds (Mayr et al. 2011) that made the trans-Atlantic dispersal.
Successful colonization also requires a big enough population size that made the dispersal. A
study in locust suggested that the swarming behavior might have facilitated their trans-Atlantic
flight in high velocity winds and successful colonization of the New World (Lovejoy et al.
2005). Similarly, seasonal swarming in large groups may also have helped Eptesicus bats
colonize the New World by flight, and the ability of females to store sperm for months (such as
in E. fuscus, Kurta & Baker 1990) can further increase the chances of successful colonization.
More data are needed to test these hypotheses. In addition, strong winds and hurricanes have
been proposed to facilitate trans-marine dispersal (e.g., Renner 2004; Munoz et al. 2004), and
bats can be good at following the wind (O’Mara et al. 2021). During the early to middle Miocene
(around 20 mya) when Old World and New World Eptesicus diverged (Fig 1.4), the Atlantic was
characterized by strong currents and hurricanes tracking from Africa to the northern Neotropics
and Central America (Omta & Dijkstra 2003; Baarli et al. 2017), a geographic pattern consistent
with the proposed colonization route. Divergence times among the major New World clades also
roughly coincide with the Mid-Miocene Climatic Optimum (15-17 mya, Zachos et al. 2001),
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indicating that warmer climates might have facilitated the long-distance dispersal and rapid
radiation in novel niches, an evolutionary history possibly also shared by other taxonomic groups
that diverged during this time.

Bat systematics using museum collections and UCEs
Molecular studies (e.g., Teeling et al. 2005; Miller-Butterworth et al. 2007) have shown that bat
morphology can be unreliable and even misleading for indicating their phylogeny, possibly due
to a combination of repeated convergence/parallel evolution and a lack of morphological
diversity in cryptic lineages. On the other hand, bat phylogenies tend to show strong geographic
signals, such as indicated in our results and previous molecular studies (Hoofer & van den
Bussche 2003; Juste et al. 2013; Ruedi et al. 2013; Amador et al. 2018; Platt et al. 2018).
Accordingly, geographic and intra-species sampling is especially important for bat phylogeny
where cryptic diversity could be high and species misidentification is not rare. Such broad-scale
sampling in a legitimate time frame is obviously difficult, making the use of museum collections
highly beneficial for bat systematics. Our results demonstrated a successful application of
genomic methods to museum samples, including ethanol-preserved tissues and wing pieces from
dry skin specimens. Unsurprisingly, all samples (n=15) that failed UCE enrichment were dry
skins, but the majority of dry skin samples (42 out of 57 total, 74%, including the replicate)
generated sufficient data to be retained in our phylogenetic analyses, including collections as old
as 1890s (Appendix A Table S1). However, it should be noted that the retained dry skin samples
(n=41) had fewer identified UCEs (mean 3018 loci) and shorter sequences per UCE (mean 426
bp) than the retained tissue samples (n=39, mean 4015 UCE loci, mean 1178 bp per UCE). As a
result, the skin samples tend to have higher proportions of missing data which might have
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skewed their terminal branch lengths in the ML tree (Fig 1.2). To test this potential missing data
bias, we plotted the terminal branch lengths of the ML tree in Figure 1.2 against the per-sample
percentages of missing data and found a significant positive Pearson correlation (r=0.69, p=2.6e13; Appendix A Fig S9A). Consistently, previous studies have shown that higher proportions of
missing data tend to generate longer terminal branches although the phylogenetic relationships
are not biased (e.g., Kimball et al. 2021). Therefore, the tree topology and taxonomic
relationships indicated in Figure 1.2 are expected to be accurate, despite the biases in terminal
branch lengths. The missing data bias might also contribute to the overestimated divergence
times between closely related taxa. However, we found that the biasing effects were largely
mitigated in the pruned data set (54 samples, the 500 most informative UCEs) based on the much
weaker correlation (r=0.28, p=0.041; Appendix A Fig S9B) between per-sample missing data
and the terminal branch lengths in the timed tree (Fig 1.4).
Our success with museum specimens was also attributed to the target sequencing of UCE
enrichment, which is much more efficient on degraded samples than other next-generation
sequencing methods (e.g., reduced representative sequencing, or RADseq). In addition, UCEs
are especially suitable for phylogeny because they are orthologous loci present across distantly
related lineages (e.g., tetrapods, Faircloth et al. 2012), and sequencing data from different studies
can be easily combined as long as the same capture baits were used. For example, the
incorporation of an Old World Myotis species from Platt et al. (2018) allowed us to suggest that
the individual misidentified as Eptesicus brasiliensis andinus belongs to the genus Myotis.
Future studies that collect UCEs from other bats can also easily incorporate our results to
generate a more complete phylogeny; in particular, UCEs from Old World Eptesicus would
allow additional testing of alternative colonization hypotheses and deeper understanding of the
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evolutionary history of the genus. Accordingly, the good success rate and repeatability of UCEs
make them a highly promising marker for systematic studies especially when using museum
collections. We look forward to broader applications of UCEs in museum specimens, especially
bats, to re-evaluate taxonomy and gain new insights into the species diversity and evolutionary
history.

Eptesicus phylogeny and New World cryptic diversity
Our results confirmed Histiotus as a sub-group of Eptesicus but showed that the previous
taxonomic suggestion of two subgenera in the New World (Hoofer & van den Bussche 2003)
may be inappropriate. If Histiotus is an independent subgenus and E. fuscus is the type species
for the subgenus Eptesicus, then our results clearly support at least one more subgenus for the
Neotropical Eptesicus clades. Similarly, the Old World paraphyly indicates that the proposed
subgenus Cnephaeus should be further divided. Future work combining extensive sampling from
both New World and Old World is needed to provide a more complete Eptesicus phylogeny and
suggest taxonomy. Despite strong supports of major New World clades, intra-clade divergence
was less resolved and inconsistency was found between molecular phylogenies and
morphological identities. We did not apply species delimitation in this study because it has been
shown that contemporary species delimitation methods (such as BPP) could not distinguish
between population divergence and speciation (Sukumaran & Knowles 2017) and tend to oversplit geographically widespread species (Chambers & Hillis 2020). Reliable delimitation of
biological species would require a combination of multiple approaches (Carstens et al. 2013) and
integrative data including genomics, morphology, behavior, and ecological traits. However, our
results clearly indicate species misidentification and cryptic diversity, highlighting that thorough
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taxonomic re-evaluation is warranted. Based on our molecular phylogenies, here we provide
taxonomic suggestions on the analyzed samples (Appendix A Table S1) and discuss below
divergence within each of the major New World clades.
•

The E. fuscus clade

Our sampling covered 9 of the 11 E. fuscus subspecies (Kurta & Baker 1990) based on museum
taxonomy and geographic locations, excluding E. f. osceola in Florida and E. f. petersoni in Isla
de la Juventud in the Caribbean. Our results supported the continent-island divergence and the
continental west-east divergence found in previous phylogeographic studies (Turmelle et al.
2011; Yi & Latch 2022). The Continent West lineage includes multiple subspecies (E. f.
miradorensis, E. f. peninsulae, E. f. pallidus, and E. f. bernardinus) that are weakly diverged
based on UCEs, while previous studies using mitochondrial (Turmelle et al. 2011) and nuclear
RADseq data (Yi & Latch 2022) both indicated genetic lineages roughly representing different
western subspecies or geographic populations. This difference indicates the limited power of
UCEs to detect fine-scale variation on the population level. On the other hand, divergence of the
Caribbean subspecies was well supported in all studies. For example, the same individual from
Jamaica was found as the distinct basal lineage in the Caribbean clade both using UCEs (this
study) and using RADseq (Yi & Latch 2022), indicating a putative cryptic subspecies.
Interestingly, the individual identified as E. guadeloupensis from Guadeloupe was well clustered
within the Caribbean clade of E. fuscus, indicating that either E. guadeloupensis is a subspecies
of E. fuscus or that the Caribbean lineages represent different species. We prefer the former
interpretation of subspecies status considering the occasional gene flow in the Caribbean
indicated by our phylogenetic discordances (e.g., Fig 1.3) and the previous network analyses (Yi
& Latch 2022). However, the overall strong oceanic isolation and the unique insular habitats
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with small population sizes might promote divergence on the Caribbean islands towards
complete speciation.
•

Neotropical Eptesicus A: the diminutus_furinalis group

The clade A of Neotropical Eptesicus is mainly composed of individuals identified as E.
diminutus and E. furinalis. Although we labeled the clade as Neotropical, it should be noted that
these species are also distributed in Central America such as Mexico (Davis 1966; Mies et al.
1996). This clade also included three samples identified as E. brasiliensis (Fig 1.2), a puzzling
species that warrants taxonomic re-evaluation based on our molecular phylogenies (see 4.3.3).
Therefore, we suggest that clade A is a genetic complex of E. diminutus and E. furinalis. These
species are also hard to distinguish based on morphology (e.g., Mies et al. 1996; Ramírez-Chaves
et al. 2021), further indicating hybridization and/or cryptic diversity. This clade also shows a
strong geographic pattern of divergence, such as the Central American (Mexico, Belize,
Nicaragua) lineage where the single E. diminutus individual may be a misidentified E. furinalis
(Fig 1.2). In another case, the Venezuela lineage of one individual from each species may instead
represent the new species E. orinocensis which was recently elevated from E. diminutus
populations in Colombia and Venezuela (Ramírez-Chaves et al. 2021). It is thus likely that other
geographic lineages may also represent cryptic species, such as the lineage in Ecuador and the
lineage in Bolivia and Paraguay. Accordingly, our molecular phylogenies together with ongoing
research in the Neotropics suggest that this clade of E. diminutus and E. furinalis may harbor
high levels of cryptic diversity that has been so far concealed by morphological similarities but
may be indicated by geographic distributions of these bats.
•

Neotropical Eptesicus B: the brasiliensis_chiriquinus group
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The clade B included all the other identified Neotropical Eptesicus species. Our phylogenies
supported the divergence of E. innoxius but showed unclear relationships among individuals
identified as E. brasiliensis, E. chiriquinus, and E. andinus, whose morphological similarities
were also reported in previous studies (Davis 1965; Davis 1966). Some geographic pattern was
found, such as the clustering of three individuals from Peru including both E. brasiliensis and E.
chiriquinus, but the overall geographic signal seems weaker than that in clade A. The unresolved
phylogenetic relationships could reflect gene flow in a species complex or cryptic diversity
concealed by morphological similarities, the alternative scenarios that need to be tested in future
studies using extensive fine-scale geographic sampling and more variant genomic markers (e.g.,
RADseq).
Our phylogenies indicated that E. brasiliensis is a puzzling species that warrants taxonomic reevaluation. The sampled individuals identified as E. brasiliensis were not genetically related to
each other but instead were sorted into various phylogenetic clades including both clades of
Neotropical Eptesicus, the Histiotus clade, and even the outgroup clade of genus Myotis (Fig
1.2). These results showed a high rate of misidentification and indicated that E. brasiliensis
might have served as a “basket name” in taxonomy to accommodate individuals that did not fit
with morphological descriptions of the other identified species. Previous studies have suggested
E. brasiliensis as a putative species complex (Davis 1965; Davis 1966) but our results showed
that individuals identified in this group could be more diverged (e.g., since Miocene) than what
is expected within a species complex. Accordingly, we suggest that the contemporary usage of E.
brasiliensis has probably disguised a high level of cryptic diversity that awaits more rigorous
taxonomic evaluations.
•

The Histiotus clade
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The Histiotus clade also indicated cryptic diversity that may not be fully represented by
morphological identifications. Previous studies of Histiotus taxonomy have suggested various
numbers of species from only four (Nowak & Walker 1994) to ten recognized species
(Rodríguez-Posada et al. 2021). Our results favored the higher species number by supporting the
elevation of H. magellanicus (Díaz et al. 2019; Giménez et al. 2019) from a previous subspecies
in H. montanus (Handley & Gardner 2008), and the elevation of H. laephotis from a previous
subspecies of H. macrotus or H. montanus (Barquez & Díaz 2001). The other H. montanus
individuals also split into two diverged lineages representing H. montanus montanus and H.
montanus inambarus, the latter being either a cryptic species or the synonym of H. laephotis.
Previous studies have found H. montanus and H. macrotus difficult to distinguish using
morphology and limited genes, especially when the samples were sympatric (Giménez et al.
2019; Rodríguez-Posada et al. 2021), indicating possible hybridization. Our results of
geographically separated samples, on the other hand, showed clearer divergence. Therefore, it is
likely that additional sampling would find individuals of these two species cluster by geographic
localities rather than morphological identities, indicating unrecognized cryptic diversity. This
hypothesis is partially supported by the recent elevation of H. colombiae as a full species from
the previous subspecies of H. montanus (Rodríguez-Posada et al. 2021).
Our phylogenies also indicated cryptic diversity in the currently recognized H. velatus. Previous
studies have identified H. velatus populations in northeastern and southwestern Brazil as a new
species H. diaphanopterus which has transparent wings (Feijó et al. 2015; Semedo & Feijó
2017). Our H. velatus sample from southeastern Brazil was collected in different habitats and the
museum specimen does not clearly demonstrate key morphological features of H.
diaphanopterus (Appendix A Fig S10), making us hesitant to rename its species identity.
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However, our two H. velatus samples from Brazil and Peru clearly represent different lineages
both based on molecular phylogenies and their distinct morphological features (Appendix A Fig
S10). Interestingly, the closely related Histiotus individual from Peru (AMNH:M−278524) was
recently identified as a new species H. mochica (Velazco et al. 2021). If true, this identification
combined with our phylogenies would further indicate species status of H. velatus in Brazil, H.
velatus in Peru, and H. macrotus in Paraguay. Further taxonomic evaluations of Histiotus species
are much needed not only using genomics and morphology but also ecological data such as
behavior, geographic distribution, and habitat niche, which remains poorly known in Histiotus
(Carvalho et al. 2013; Giménez et al. 2015; Díaz et al. 2019).

Diversification in the Neotropical hotspot
The current taxonomy (Simmons & Cirranello 2020) shows highly unbalanced speciation of the
New World Eptesicus with only one species, E. fuscus, identified in the Nearctic north of
Mexico, while 9 Eptesicus and 8 Histiotus species were identified in Central America and the
Neotropics. This unbalance may be even more extreme considering the high level of Neotropical
cryptic diversity indicated in our results and the increasing reports of new species in the
Neotropics (e.g., Feijó et al. 2015; Sánchez et al. 2019; Acosta et al. 2021; Ramírez-Chaves et al.
2021; Rodríguez-Posada et al. 2021; Velazco et al. 2021). Elevated Neotropical species richness
is in line with broader patterns such as the latitudinal biodiversity gradient and the Neotropical
biodiversity hotspot. These patterns have been explained by multiple hypotheses and
mechanisms, including longer evolutionary time in the tropics (Weir & Schluter 2007), variation
of speciation rates (Schluter & Pennell 2017), and Neotropical geographic heterogeneity (Hoorn
et al. 2010). These mechanisms are not mutually exclusive and all could have played a role in the
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diversification of Eptesicus and Histiotus. For example, the Neotropical origin of the New World
clades supported the hypothesis of longer evolutionary time in the Neotropics. The higher
turnover rates in the Nearctic and/or lower extinction rates in the Neotropics might be indicated
by the more ancient (up to Late-Miocene) Nearctic Eptesicus fossils compared to the younger
(Pleistocene and Holocene) Neotropical Eptesicus fossils (Czaplewski 2017; Lim 2009),
although this pattern may be biased by the rarity of bat fossils (Teeling et al. 2005). Neotropical
environments were also suggested to promote speciation in these bats, such as the effects of
Andean Mountains on the divergence of H. magellanicus (Giménez et al. 2019) and the Amazon
basin on the divergence of E. orinocensis (Ramírez-Chaves et al. 2021).
In addition to the above mechanisms, here we emphasize the roles of dispersal and adaptation in
promoting Neotropical biodiversity. A previous study in birds showed that Neotropical speciation
was largely driven by dispersal across heterogeneous landscapes (Smith et al. 2014b), which may
also hold true in the diversification of Neotropical bats. As the only mammalian group with
powered flight, bats are generally more dispersive than other terrestrial mammals and are less
impacted by geographic barriers (Bacon et al. 2016; López‐Aguirre et al. 2018). In addition, bats
also have high adaptive abilities that allow them to occupy various ecological niches. For
example, Myotis species around the world have repeatedly evolved the three ecomorphs that are
well adapted to different ecological niches (Ruedi & Mayer 2001; Platt et al. 2018; Morales et al.
2019). Similarly, it is likely that the long-eared Histiotus and short-eared Eptesicus also represent
ecomorphs adaptive to different ecological niches such as different insect prey or feeding
strategies (e.g., gleaner versus aerial netters in Myotis). Additionally, the enlarged ears in
Histiotus might have allowed these species to avoid competition and co-distribute with the
Neotropical Eptesicus. These hypotheses need to be tested with additional studies of Histiotus
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especially their physiology and ecological traits. Taken together, we suggest that high dispersal
abilities and potentials of rapid adaption are two key biological features that have promoted
speciation of these Neotropical bats and other widespread speciose taxa.

Conclusions
Our phylogenetic study showed a trans-Atlantic colonization route from North Africa to the
northern Neotropics followed by rapid Neotropical radiation, possibly triggered by the Miocene
climatic events. High cryptic diversity was indicated in the Neotropics, which underscores the
need for additional taxonomic evaluations of Eptesicus and Histiotus using genomics,
morphology, and also ecological data such as behavior and life history traits. Our findings add to
the accumulating evidence of trans-marine dispersal that might be more ubiquitous in terrestrial
organisms than currently acknowledged. We suggest that such long-distance dispersal could be
an important evolutionary mechanism for organisms to reach new habitats, a key first step
prerequisite radiation in novel niches and the eventual successful global diversification.
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Figure 1.1 Distribution of the Eptesicus individuals analyzed in this study. Each dot
represents one individual (total n=65) and black dots are the ones included in the pruned dataset
(n=31). Shapes represent the phylogenetic clade corresponding to the indicated UCE topology.
Arrows represent colonization routes corresponding to the on-land and trans-marine dispersal
hypotheses, and the latter in a solid arrow was favored in this study. Photos are the two bat
specimens sampled and analyzed in this study, representing the short-eared Eptesicus fuscus (top,
specimen AMNH_99048) and the long-eared Histiotus montanus (bottom, specimen
AMNH_183876).
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Figure 1.2 The maximum likelihood individual phylogeny generated in RAxML. The best-scored ML tree is visualized with
branch lengths and bootstraps >75. Branches around the root node were truncated. Each tip represents one individual and is named
by source species identity followed with sample source (e.g., museum catalogue) and the country of sample location. The three
individuals in red text were misidentified species and were excluded from downstream analyses. The solid tips are the 54
individuals used in the pruned dataset. The assigned operational taxonomic units (OTUs) are given on the right and linked to
corresponding individuals. The four major clades of the New World Eptesicus are highlighted.

Figure 1.3 The species trees of 54 OTUs. A) The species tree summarized by ASTRAL-III
using gene trees from the 500 most informative UCEs. Branches with <10% bootstraps were
collapsed. Numbers on nodes represent posterior probabilities. Tip names are the assigned OTUs.
B) The quartet-based tree generated by SVDquartets using all UCEs and OTU assignments.
Numbers on nodes represent bootstrap supports. C) The species tree estimated by the Bayesian
method BPP using the 500 most informative UCEs. The best tree is shown with posterior
probabilities labeled on nodes. In all three trees, each tip represents one OTU that may
correspond to more than one individual (see Fig 1.2). Red branches in B and C highlight
differences from the ASTRAL tree in A and are connected with the corresponding tips by red
dashed lines.
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Figure 1.4 Divergence times estimated by MCMCTree using the 500 most informative
UCEs. The inserted plot shows high consistency of posterior mean divergence times estimated in
two independent runs. Each tip corresponds to one OTU represented by one individual in the
pruned data set (black dots in Fig 1.1 and solid tips in Fig 1.2). The tree topology was fixed by
results from ASTRAL-III using 500 UCEs (Fig 1.3A). Asterisks indicate the two soft-bound
calibrations. Numbers on nodes are posterior mean divergence times and bars represent the 95%
HPD. Key divergence times between major clades are enlarged and bolded. Corresponding
geographic epochs are given at the bottom (Plio. for Pliocene; Pleist. for Pleistocene).
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Figure 1.5 The reconstructed ancestral distribution in BioGeoBEARS using the DEC+J
model. Tip letters represent the assigned biogeographic area(s) of each OTU (also in Appendix
A Table S1) corresponding to the legends. Pie charts on nodes represent the estimated
probabilities of ancestral geographic distribution. The most likely distributions are labeled for the
key nodes representing the MRCA of Histiotus and E. fuscus, the MRCA of all New World
clades, and the MRCA of the New World and Old World Eptesicus.
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Table 1.1 Comparison of the six biogeographic models in BioGeoBEARS. Models are
ordered based on AICc values. The input is the timed tree from MCMCTree analyses.
DEC+J
DIVALIKE+J
BAYAREALIKE+J
DEC
DIVALIKE
BAYAREALIKE

LnL
-125.9
-126.9
-130.9
-160.7
-161.3
-171.5

d
0.10
0.11
0.09
0.36
0.49
0.32

e
1.00E-12
1.00E-12
1.00E-08
0.35
0.28
5.00
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j
0.050
0.050
0.056
0
0
0

AICc
258.2
260.2
268.4
325.6
326.8
347.3

AICc_wt
0.73
0.27
4.60E-03
1.70E-15
9.40E-16
3.40E-20
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ABSTRACT
Understanding speciation mechanisms requires disentangling processes that promote and erode
population-level divergence. Three hypotheses are raised that contemporary population structure
is mainly shaped by refugial isolation, gene flow, or both. Testing these hypotheses requires
range-wide phylogeography and integrative analyses across scales. Here we aimed to 1) reestimate the previously unresolved nuclear divergence within a widespread bat; 2) test the above
three phylogeographic hypotheses; and 3) inform conservation management under climate
change. We used the widespread big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus) as the model system. We
collected range-wide samples and genome-wide markers using restriction site-associated DNA
sequencing. Population structure was analyzed by clustering methods and spatial estimations.
Nuclear phylogeographic divergence was estimated using tree methods (concatenation and
coalescence) and network analyses (TreeMix). Phylogeographic hypotheses were tested by
comparing alternative evolutionary scenarios using demographic modeling. Species distribution
modeling was used to help identify Pleistocene refugia and predict future range shifts under
climate change. We identified three populations in the Caribbean, Eastern, and Western North
America. The west population further split into three phylogeographic clades in Pacific,
Southwestern North America, and Mexico. Discordances among mitochondrial and nuclear
topologies reflected strong impacts of gene flow without sex bias. Demographic modeling
supported scenarios of historical isolation followed by secondary gene flow and estimated
Holocene divergence times. Species distribution was essentially continuous during glaciation
with possible regional isolation, and northward range shifts were predicted under future climate
change. Our results supported the hypothesis that the combined effects of historical isolation and
secondary gene flow shaped the contemporary population divergence of big brown bats. We
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showed that climate change probably triggered the initial divergence and that gene flow had a
strong impact on the observed nuclear phylogeographic divergence. Our empirical study
demonstrated that dynamic within-species processes had generated population divergences
without speciation.
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Introduction
Speciation begins with population divergence that can be driven by multiple factors such as
geographic isolation and climate change (Rundle & Nosil 2005). However, the factors that
promote divergence can change over time, and populations may not complete the process of
speciation if divergence is eroded by high levels of gene flow. Repeated interactions between
divergence and gene flow can generate complex patterns of genetic structure, the delineation of
which remains challenging but important for understanding evolutionary processes and guiding
conservation management.
Quaternary climate changes, especially the Pleistocene glaciation, have had an important
influence on contemporary genetic divergences (Hewitt 1996; Hewitt 2004; Weir & Schluter
2004). Extensive ice sheets during glaciation constrained populations in suitable habitats and
drove divergences between refugia, while warmer climates during inter- and post-glacial periods
allowed range expansion and re-established gene flow that potentially merged refugial
populations. Pleistocene glaciation cycles thus caused repeated interactions between refugial
isolation and gene flow, and their competing effects on contemporary genetic structure can be
summarized in three hypotheses. First, the refugial hypothesis proposes that contemporary
population structure mainly originated from historical isolation, especially during the Last
Glacial Maximum (LGM) when populations might have been restricted within refugia
(Brunsfeld et al. 2001; Gómez & Lunt 2007; Waltari et al. 2007; Puckett et al. 2015). Second, the
gene flow hypothesis proposes weak population structure which mainly arose from spatial
variation in gene flow, such as due to geographic barriers and heterogeneous range expansion
(e.g., Miller et al. 2021). The third hypothesis proposes no dominant process and signals of both
historical isolation and secondary gene flow, potentially generating more complex patterns such
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as genetic diversity hotspots (Petit et al. 2003; Dufresnes et al. 2016) and cytonuclear
discordance (Dufresnes et al. 2020). These three phylogeographic hypotheses cover various
divergence levels in the spectrum between a single genetic unit and complete speciation.
Delineating genetic complexities in this grey area requires range-wide phylogeography and
integrative analyses of evolutionary processes across spatial and temporal scales.
Bats are a good system to study diversification and test the above hypotheses because their
evolution has been largely triggered by climate change (Teeling et al. 2005; Ruedi et al. 2013),
while their ability to fly may allow high levels of gene flow. Some studies have proposed that
refugial isolation shaped contemporary population structure in bats (Dixon 2011; Razgour et al.
2013; Boston et al. 2015), while others stressed the effects of gene flow on divergence patterns
(Morales & Carstens 2018). Here we tested the above three hypotheses in the big brown bat
(Eptesicus fuscus), a non-migratory microbat widely distributed from southern Canada to
northern South America and on most of the Caribbean islands (Kurta & Baker 1990; IUCN
2018; Fig 2.1). This species is the only representative of the genus Eptesicus in northern North
America but it co-distributes with a few other Eptesicus species in Mexico and South America
(Kurta & Baker 1990). Up to 11 subspecies have been recognized based on morphology and life
history traits (Burnett 1983; Kurta & Baker 1990; Fig 2.1). Both subspecies distribution and
previously characterized mitochondrial phylogeography (Turmelle et al. 2011) showed clear
divergence between western and eastern North America, suggesting Pleistocene isolation
between two glacial refugia (Neubaum et al. 2007). In contrast, a lack of range-wide nuclear
structure supported the second hypothesis that post-glacial gene flow (or even male-biased gene
flow; Turmelle et al. 2011) has largely merged continental populations. However, some nuclear
divergence was detected in regional studies between New York and Arizona (Neubaum et al.
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2007) and between western and eastern Canada (Nadin-Davis et al. 2010), indicating that the
lack of range-wide nuclear structure shown by Turmelle et al. (2011) may be due to limited
analytical power using two genes with inadequate variation. Therefore, genome-wide markers
are needed to better characterize nuclear divergence and test the above phylogeographic
hypotheses in big brown bats. The refugial hypothesis predicts similar patterns in nuclear and
mitochondrial phylogeographic divergence corresponding to the historical isolation between
putative glacial refugia. The gene flow hypothesis predicts weak population structure and
minimal geographic divergence. The third hypothesis predicts signals of both historical isolation
and secondary gene flow in nuclear phylogeography.
Accordingly, in this study we had three major goals. First, we aimed to delineate nuclear
population structure and phylogeographic divergence of big brown bats using range-wide
sampling and genome-wide single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) obtained from restriction
site-associated DNA (RAD) sequencing. Second, we aimed to test the three hypotheses about
whether historical isolation, post-glacial gene flow, or combined effects of both best explained
the observed nuclear divergence. Third, we aimed to identify evolutionarily significant units and
inform conservation management of this widespread species that serves ecological systems over
a large geographic range (Agosta 2002; Barbosa et al. 2018). Our study shed light on the
dynamic population-level processes that played important roles in the early divergence that
potentially might lead to speciation.

Materials and Methods
Sampling and next-generation sequencing
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Samples of big brown bats and closely related bat species were obtained from researchers and
museums (Appendix B Table S1). DNA was extracted from contemporary samples using Qiagen
DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit, and from museum specimens using an optimized phenolchloroform protocol (Alminas et al. 2021). Next-generation sequencing libraries were prepared
using a total of 310 samples (275 big brown bats and 35 other bat species) following the
bestRAD protocol (Ali et al. 2016). Briefly, DNA was normalized into 200 ng (250 ng if from
dry skin specimens) in 10 ul of solution per individual, digested with the restriction enzyme SbfIHF, ligated with barcodes and bestRAD adapters (Ali et al. 2016), and pooled into 480 ul per
library. Samples from tissue and DNA (n=268) were pooled into three libraries (maximum 96
samples per library) and sheared in a Qsonica Q500 sonicator with 4 cycles of 30 sec on and 59
sec off. Samples from dry skin (n=42) were more degraded and fragmented, and thus were
pooled into a separate library without shearing. All libraries were purified using AMPure XP
beads (size-selection for 300-350 bp) and Dynabeads, and prepared using the NEBNext Ultra
DNA library prep kit for Illumina sequencing on NovaSeq 6000 (one S4 lane, 150 bp paired-end)
by Novogene Corporation.

Bioinformatic filtering
Bioinformatic analyses were processed using the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee High
Performance Computing cluster. Raw sequencing data were processed using STACKS v2.2
(Rochette et al. 2019). The function process_radtags was used to demultiplex data, remove reads
with missing RAD sites or low qualities (default average Q < 10), and trim reads into 140 bp.
Demultiplexed sequences of the individuals analyzed in this study are available on NCBI
(accession SAMN23585471- SAMN23585657). The big brown bat reference genome
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(GCF_000308155.1_EptFus1.0) was downloaded from NCBI and indexed using the BurrowsWheeler Alignment tool (bwa, Li & Durbin 2009). Demultiplexed samples were aligned to the
indexed reference genome using bwa mem with default settings. Alignments were saved as bam
files using SAMtools (Li et al. 2009) and processed in gstacks to remove unmapped reads (8.9%)
or PCR duplicates (84.4%) and identify RAD loci. Below we filtered a total of five datasets for
analyses in this study (summarized in Table S2).
First, we filtered a range-wide dataset of big brown bats for population genetic analyses. All 275
big brown bat samples were processed in populations to filter for > 50% genotyping rates and 3
minimum minor allele counts (i.e., > 3x depth per locus for presence in at least two diploid
individuals). RAD loci were ordered and only the first SNP of each locus was output to minimize
linkage disequilibrium (same below). The output was further filtered iteratively (Table S3) in
VCFtools 0.1.16 (Danecek et al. 2011) with gradually increased stringency to retain as many
individuals and SNPs as possible (O’Leary et al. 2018). The final filtering for > 90% genotyping
rates and < 30% missing data per individual retained 182 big brown bats and 2,928 SNPs in the
range-wide dataset. The second and third datasets were created by separating the retained big
brown bats into continent and island, each filtered independently in populations for 3 minimum
minor allele counts, 0.05 minimum minor allele frequency, and above 80% (continent) or 100%
(island) genotyping rates. We filtered for minor allele frequency only in these regional datasets
because of higher genetic similarity among individuals, meaning that alleles with extremely low
minor frequency would likely be errors. We retained 24,957 SNPs using the 174 continental
individuals, and 2,549 SNPs using the 8 insular individuals.
Fourth, we generated a phylogeography dataset by filtering both the retained 182 big brown bats
and five high-quality outgroup samples of the Old World Eptesicus serotinus and the Neotropical
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E. furinalis and E. chiriquinus. These 187 individuals were filtered together in populations for
loci present in at least two species, > 50% genotyping rates per species, and 3 minimum minor
allele counts. The output was transformed into phylip and nexus formats using vcf2phylip (Ortiz
2019) with the default filtering for at least 4 samples per SNP, retaining 149,766 SNPs in the
phylogeography dataset. We were able to retain a large number of SNPs here by using
genetically distinct individuals and a relatively loose filtering for the benefit of more loci in
phylogenetic analyses (e.g., Huang & Knowles 2016; Eaton et al. 2017).
Finally, we generated a reduced dataset with a smaller sample size for some downstream
analyses that did not tolerate missing data. We selected big brown bat individuals with the least
missing data from each population and phylogeographic clade (all eight from the Caribbean, six
from East, four from each western clade, Fig 2.1), and one outgroup individual from Eptesicus
furinalis. The selected 27 individuals were filtered in populations for 3 minimum minor allele
counts, 100% genotyping rate, and output in treemix and vcf formats. The filtered vcf file
retained 4,079 SNPs and was reformatted in vcf2phylip.

Population genetics and spatial estimations
Population structure was characterized using the range-wide and continental datasets. For modelbased analyses, datasets were reformatted in PGDspider 2.1.1 (Lischer & Excoffier 2011) and
PLINK v1.9 (Chang et al. 2015). STRUCTURE 2.3.4 (Pritchard et al. 2000) was run with 10
iterations for each K (number of populations) from one to six, with 500,000 burn-in runs,
500,000 MCMC repetitions, admixture ancestry, and correlated allele frequencies (Falush et al.
2003). We did not run higher K in STRUCTURE due to computational constraints. The optimal K
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was determined using the Evanno method (Evanno et al. 2005) in StructureSelector (Li & Liu
2018). ADMIXTURE 1.3.0 (Alexander et al. 2009) was run with 10 replicates for each K from one
to ten, and the 10-fold cross-validation to select the optimal K. Results were compressed in
CLUMPAK (Kopelman et al. 2015) and plotted in R 4.0 (R Core Team 2020). Individuals were
assigned to the population where their estimated ancestry was > 50%. Multivariate analyses were
carried out in R with datasets transformed into the genlight format using vcfR 1.1 and adegenet
2.1.3 (Jombart & Ahmed 2011). Individuals were assigned to population clusters using
find.clusters with all PCs retained, and the optimal K was selected by the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC). The Discriminant Analysis of Principal Components (DAPC) was carried out
using dapc with 22 PCs retained in the range-wide dataset and 10 PCs in the continental dataset,
based on a-score estimations (Jombart et al. 2010; Jombart &Collins 2015). The island dataset
contained too few individuals for population clustering and thus was only analyzed in a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) using glPca with all PCs retained. This dataset contained no missing
data to bias PCA analyses (Yi & Latch 2022).
To better illustrate spatial genetic patterns, we used the estimated effective migration surfaces
(EEMS) to map genetic heterogeneity under the null model of isolation by distance and visualize
spatial structure unidentified in clustering methods (Petkova et al. 2016). A habitat polygon was
created using the Google Maps API v3 Tool (http://www.birdtheme.org/useful/v3tool.html). The
habitat was equally divided into deme grids (density parameter nDemes=800, based on trial
runs), and individuals were grouped into their closest deme grid by EEMS. The EEMS function
bed2diffs_v2 was used to calculate genetic dissimilarities between or within demes using the
range-wide dataset. EEMS was run with three independent chains, each using 5,000,000 burn-in
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runs and 5,000,000 MCMC iterations, and convergence was checked using the posterior trace
plot. Results from all three chains were combined and plotted using eems.plots.

Characterizing nuclear phylogeographic divergence
To characterize the nuclear phylogeographic divergence, we first built a concatenated maximum
likelihood (ML) tree in RAxML v8 (Stamatakis 2014) using the phylogeography dataset, the
GTRGAMMA model, and the rapid bootstrap analysis (-f a) of 100 rapid bootstraps (-#)
followed by searches for the best-scoring ML tree. Trees were rooted (-o) by the Old World
outgroup Eptesicus serotinus, and the best-scoring tree was visualized in R using ggtree (Yu
2020). Individuals were assigned to phylogeographic clades based on the best ML tree. Because
concatenation methods could suffer from incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) and might generate
inaccurate topologies (e.g., Degnan & Rosenberg 2009), we also constructed a multispecies
coalescent tree using the quartet-based method SVDquartets (Chifman & Kubatko 2014)
implemented in PAUP4 (Swofford 2003). Big brown bats in the phylogeography dataset were
assigned to operational taxonomic units representing nuclear populations or the ML
phylogeographic clades. We evaluated all quartets with 100 standard bootstraps and constructed
a 50% majority-rule consensus tree which was then rooted by Eptesicus serotinus and visualized
in FigTree (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree).
Unsurprisingly, forcing tree methods to estimate genetic distances among conspecific individuals
in the phylogeography dataset generated short tree branches, paraphyletic patterns, and
discordant topologies. To clarify the tree topology and to test if discordances arose from
sampling design, we divided the phylogeography dataset (using VCFTools and vcf2phylip) in
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two ways and re-ran the tree analyses. First, we generated a subset (n=128) without Southwest
individuals. Second, we generated a “pure” subset (n=35, five individuals per clade) by removing
the individuals with Q-scores < 0.95 in ADMIXTURE and STRUCTURE (results of optimal K using
the range-wide dataset), and removing the western individuals with relatively shorter branches in
the complete ML tree. We ran RAxML and SVDquartets using these two subsets as described
before. In addition, we ran SVDquartets without taxonomic assignments so that each tip
represented one individual in the subsets.
Because gene flow among phylogeographic clades would violate tree assumptions, we also
estimated nuclear phylogeographic divergence using the network method TreeMix1.13 (Pickrell
& Pritchard 2012). TreeMix estimates population splits (based on maximum likelihood) with
migration edges added to account for the tree-model unexplained covariance (Pickrell &
Pritchard 2012). However, the TreeMix assumption of instantaneous gene flow suits scenarios of
island colonization but does not apply to recurrent continental gene flow. Therefore, we mainly
used TreeMix to estimate the Caribbean clade which had different positions in the ML and
quartet-based trees (see Results), using the reduced dataset with continental individuals assigned
to phylogeographic clades and insular individuals assigned to islands. We tested the number of
migration edges (m) from 0 to 9, with 10 replicates for each m, the bootstrap command, no
sample size correction, global rearrangements, and rooted by Eptesicus furinalis. The optimal m
was chosen by the Evanno method in OptM (Fitak 2021) and results were visualized using the
TreeMix function plot_tree. For comparison, we also ran RAxML and SVDquartets on the
reduced dataset as described above.

Testing phylogeographic hypotheses in demographic modeling
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We tested phylogeographic hypotheses by comparing the data fit of alternative evolutionary
scenarios modeled in fastsimcoal 2.6 (Excoffier & Foll 2011; Excoffier et al. 2013). Because all
samples were mapped to the big brown bat reference genome, we repolarized the reduced dataset
using a custom R script vcf-repo (https://github.com/xuelingyi/repolarize-vcf) to filter for the
loci that were homozygous in the outgroup and label outgroup alleles as the ancestral state. The
repolarized dataset (26 big brown bats, 3,947 SNPs) was processed in vcf2sfs (Marques et al.
2019) to generate multidimensional derived site frequency spectrum (DSFS). We tested models
of the three nuclear populations, the western phylogeographic clades, and all phylogeographic
clades. The refugial hypothesis was modeled as strict isolation between clades; the gene flow
hypothesis was modeled as continuous gene flow since divergence; and the third hypothesis was
modeled as historical isolation followed by secondary gene flow. For simplicity and
practicability, we only modeled symmetrical gene flow between adjacent continental clades, with
constant population sizes based on a previous study (Chattopadhyay et al. 2019). We also tested
the monophyly of western clades and the fit of tree topologies by comparing demographic
models.
Each model had 50 independent runs, and each run 200,000 simulations (fsc26 command -n), 40
optimization (ECM) cycles (-L), and the maximum likelihood estimation (-M). Only the SFS
counts > 10 were used (-C10) and monomorphic sites were ignored (-0). The ancestral
population size was fixed as 500,000 diploid individuals (Chattopadhyay et al. 2019) for
parameter estimation (Excoffier et al. 2013). Among the 50 replicates of each model, the best
(i.e., with the highest maximum likelihood) was used to calculate the Akaike information
criterion (AIC) using the script calculateAIC
(https://github.com/speciationgenomics/scripts/blob/master/calculateAIC.sh). The model with
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the lowest AIC was regarded as the better fit among tested scenarios, and the better-fit model
including all phylogeographic clades was used to estimate demographic parameters.

Species distribution under climate change
Species distribution modeling (SDM) was used to identify putative Pleistocene refugia and
predict range shifts under future climate change to inform conservation management.
Occurrences of big brown bats with specimen records and coordinates were downloaded from
the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF, https://doi.org/10.15468/dl.lpstz5), cleaned
by removing spatial duplicates and records outside the current range (IUCN 2018), and filtered
within years 1960-1990 for temporal consistency with bioclimatic data. To remove sampling bias
(Elith et al. 2011), the retained occurrences were spatially thinned in spThin (Aiello-Lammes et
al. 2015) by keeping records at least 100 km apart. Bioclimatic data for 19 variables were
downloaded from WorldClim v1 (Hijmans et al. 2005) at the spatial resolution of 2.5 arc minutes
and were trimmed around the current range in QGIS v3. We downloaded climatic data for the
current time (1960-1990), mid-Holocene (~6,000 years ago), LGM (~22,000 years ago), and
future (years 2050, 2070). The same Global Climate Models (CCSM4, MIROC-ESM, MPIESM-P) were used for the LGM and mid-Holocene. Future climates (only CCSM4 and MIROCESM available) were downloaded under two extreme climatic scenarios representing minimal
(RCP2.6) and maximal (RCP8.5) greenhouse gas emissions.
SDM was constructed in MaxEnt 3.4 (Phillips et al. 2006; Phillips et al. 2017) using default
settings unless otherwise stated. An initial model was built using all 19 bioclimatic variables for
the current time, 65% occurrences for training and the rest for testing. We calculated pairwise
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Pearson correlation coefficients for the 19 bioclimatic variables in ENMTools 1.3 (Warren et al.
2010), and selected between each highly correlated pair (|r| > 0.8) the variable that had a higher
percentage contribution in the initial model (Warren et al. 2014). The variable bio18 was
excluded as it made no contribution to the initial model. We then optimized MaxEnt parameters
using the selected bioclimatic variables, the same training and testing occurrences, and
combinations of 10 regularization multiplier (β) values (0.5 to 5 with an increment of 0.5) and 8
feature classes (L, H, LQ, LQP, LQH, LQPT, LQPH, LQPTH, Phillips et al. 2006; Elith et al.
2011). The 80 generated models were compared by AICc scores calculated in ENMTools. The
optimal model (i.e., with the lowest AICc, and deltaAICc > 2) was run with 10-fold crossvalidation to estimate the areas under the ROC curve (AUC) and response curves of present-day
bioclimatic variables. The optimal model was then projected on to the other time periods using
the corresponding bioclimatic data. QGIS was used to assemble results by averaging presence
probabilities from different Global Climate Models at the same time period, and to calculate
delta presence probabilities between future and present models.

Results
Nuclear population structure and phylogeographic patterns
We identified three population clusters in the Caribbean islands, Eastern North America, and
Western North America using the range-wide dataset (Fig 2.1, Fig 2.2; Appendix B Fig S1, Fig
S2). The continental dataset showed an optimal K of 2, corresponding with west and east
populations, but ADMIXTURE results at K of 3 only had slightly higher cross-validation errors and
implied a third continental cluster on the Pacific coast (Appendix B Fig S1, Fig S3).
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Consistently, EEMS showed reduced effective migration around the Caribbean and between
Western and Eastern North America, supporting the division of three major genetic populations,
and lower effective migration among putative regional clades (Fig 2.3a; Appendix B Fig S4a).
Higher effective genetic diversity was mapped along the Pacific coast and in southwestern and
eastern North America (Fig 2.3b; Appendix B Fig S4b), indicating either long-persisting refugial
populations or diversity generated by secondary contact (Petit et al. 2003).
The best-scoring ML tree of the phylogeography dataset supported three population clusters and
indicated additional phylogeographic divergence within the west population (Fig 2.2; Appendix
B Fig S5), roughly consistent with subspecies distributions (Fig 2.1). Specifically, the ML tree
showed four monophyletic clades in the Caribbean (multiple insular subspecies), Eastern North
America (E. f. fuscus), Pacific (E. f. bernardinus), and Mexico (E. f. miradorensis), and a
paraphyletic clade in Southwestern North America (E. f. pallidus). All but four individuals were
consistently assigned to the same population cluster across model-based methods, multivariate
analyses, and the ML tree (Fig 2.1). The quartet-based consensus trees showed different
topologies when using different taxonomic assignments and all topologies differed from the ML
tree (Fig 2.4a), indicating effects of both ILS and gene flow. Subsets of the phylogeography
dataset generated the same results and tree discordances (Appendix B Fig S6, Fig S7), rejecting
potential bias from sampling design. In addition, quartet-based trees without taxonomic
assignments showed a new topology that supported the monophyly of all western individuals
(Appendix B Fig S6, Fig S7). Interestingly, none of the nuclear topologies agreed with the
mitochondrial topology (Fig 2.4), although the two genomes showed highly similar
phylogeographic clades. The reduced dataset generated similar trees but at lower resolution
(Appendix B Fig S8), probably because of a limited number of loci.
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Divergence and colonization in the Caribbean
Both the Caribbean clade in the ML tree and PCA of the island dataset showed evidence of
geographic divergence among individuals grouped by islands (Fig 2.5a; Appendix B Fig S1),
indicating strong isolation and genetic drift in the Caribbean. On the other hand, tree
discordances indicated gene flow effects. All quartet-based nuclear trees showed an early
divergence of the Caribbean clade from the continental clades, whereas the ML nuclear tree and
mitochondrial phylogeography showed a more recent divergence of the Caribbean from the East
after the west-east split (Fig 2.2a, Fig 2.4; Appendix B Fig S6, Fig S7). TreeMix analyses
supported an early divergence of the Caribbean clade and added a migration edge from the East
to the Caribbean and among Caribbean islands (Fig 2.5b), indicating that recolonization and gene
flow may lead to the reconstruction of a sister relationship between these clades. We identified
optimal four migration edges (Appendix B Fig S9) but found different positions of these edges
among replicate runs. Because we identified loci using the ingroup reference genome, the
ingroup-outgroup genetic distance was possibly underestimated and such migration edges were
less reliable. Thus we presented the result without ingroup-outgroup edges and with the highest
likelihood. Strong migration edges among western clades (Fig 2.5b) supported our result of one
western population cluster (Fig 2.2b), but it should be noted that TreeMix assumes instantaneous
gene flow (Pickrell & Pritchard 2012) which may not suit continental clades.

Historical isolation followed by secondary gene flow
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We used demographic modeling to test the three hypotheses that contemporary divergence
resulted from only historical isolation, continuous gene flow patterns, or historical isolation
combined with secondary gene flow. Models of three nuclear populations supported a
simultaneous divergence with historical isolation followed by secondary gene flow (Appendix B
Fig S10a). Models of the three western clades supported the same scenario but showed the best
fit (i.e., lowest AIC) when the Southwest clade diverged first (Appendix B Fig S10b). This result
contradicted the geographical distribution of those clades and probably reflected the unmodeled
gene flow between Southwest and East. In further support of this interpretation, models of all
five phylogeographic clades showed that the Pacific clade diverged first, before the split between
the Southwest and Mexico, and that all western clades form a monophyletic group (Appendix B
Fig S10c, parameter estimates in the legend). Among the five-clade models of tree topology, the
best fit was found in the quartet-based nuclear tree with tips representing individuals, which also
supported western monophyly (Appendix B Fig S11). The tree-topology models were greatly
improved when gene flow was added (Appendix B Fig S11), but still none was comparable to
the alternative scenarios we tested (Appendix B Fig S10).

Species distribution under climate change
The SDM models were constructed using 328 spatially thinned occurrence records, seven
selected bioclimatic variables (Appendix B Table S4, Fig S12), and the optimal MaxEnt
parameters (β=2.5, feature class LQPT). The current model (1960-1990) had AUC scores of
0.856 ± 0.015 (standard deviation) and indicated good model fit. The Mean Temperature of
Coldest Quarter (variable bio11) showed the largest impact on species distribution models with a
bell-shaped quadratic response curve (Appendix B Fig S12). The LGM projection showed a
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roughly continuous refugium in southern North America, possibly with multiple local refugia,
such as in the Pacific southwest, Mexico, and the Florida Gulf Coast (Fig 6a). The mid-Holocene
projection showed post-glacial range expansion into a widespread distribution similar to the
current range (Fig 6b, c). Future (years 2050 and 2070) projections predicted an increase of
suitable habitats in Canada and Alaska and potential habitat loss in South America, Mexico, and
the Caribbean (Fig 6d; Appendix B Fig S13). The predicted northward range shifts were most
pronounced in 2070 under the climatic scenario of the maximum greenhouse gas emission
(RCP8.5, Fig 6d).

Discussion
We characterized fine scale nuclear phylogeographic patterns that supported the regional nuclear
studies (Neubaum et al. 2007; Nadin-Davis et al. 2010), range-wide mitochondrial divergence
(Turmelle et al. 2011), and morphological subspecies (Kurta & Baker 1990) of big brown bats.
Using genome-wide SNPs and phylogeographic methods, we detected nuclear divergence that
was masked by admixture in population genetic methods. Our analyses suffered from both
assumption violations (e.g., gene flow in tree methods) and oversimplifications (e.g.,
demographic models). However, we highlight that these caveats were not simply methodological
limitations, but in fact accurately reflected the nature of our study system which underwent
dynamic processes of within-species divergence. By integrating alternative analyses with
considerations of their limits, we showed that our results complemented (if not confirmed) each
other and could be combined to shed light on the full picture of evolutionary processes. Our
study provided an empirical example in which strong gene flow merged some phylogeographic
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clades while weak gene flow maintained the population structure for others, giving a glimpse of
the nuances of within-species divergence.

Strong effects of gene flow on nuclear phylogeography
Demographic modeling estimated the highest level of gene flow between the Pacific and
Southwest, which might have generated an evolutionary melting pot (Petit et al. 2003; Dufresnes
et al. 2016) and merged western phylogeographic clades into one population cluster. The WestEast gene flow was also detected and corresponded with reported hybridization between E. f.
pallidus and E. f. fuscus, such as in Kansas (Kunz 1974) and Nebraska (Hoffman & Genoways
2008). However, the estimated migration rate between Southwest and East was an order of
magnitude lower than that between Southwest and Pacific (Appendix B Fig S10), supporting the
Great Plains as a semi-permeable barrier to gene flow (Neubaum et al. 2007). Similarly, the
EEMS-mapped areas of low effective migration overlapped with known geographical barriers
such as the Great Plains, the Rocky Mountains, the Great Lakes, and the Cascade-Sierra Nevada
Mountains (Engels 1936; Neubaum et al. 2007), which might have helped maintain the
population structure. Nevertheless, EEMS results could be confounded by other factors such as
historical isolation and local adaptation (Petkova et al. 2016). Putative adaptation may be
important in enhancing population divergence and shaping subspecies morphology in big brown
bats (Burnett 1983; Hoffman & Genoways 2008; Turmelle et al. 2011).
Our study provided an empirical example of how gene flow could affect tree-based analyses.
Tree discordances have been normally attributed to ILS which is accounted for in multispecies
coalescence (e.g., SVDquartets) but not concatenation (e.g., RAxML) methods, making the
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former a preference for estimating species evolutionary history (e.g., Degnan & Rosenberg 2009;
Jiang et al. 2020). However, tree discordances could also arise from gene flow which affects both
concatenation and coalescent methods (Leaché et al. 2014; Solís-Lemus et al. 2016), which is
commonly observed in the shallow phylogeography of recent and rapid radiations (e.g., Giarla &
Esselstyn 2015) and population-level divergence (e.g., Rincon‐Sandoval et al. 2019; this study).
For example, SVDquartets assumes that individuals within the same taxonomic unit are more
closely related to each other (i.e., with higher levels of gene flow) than individuals from different
taxonomic units. As a result, grouping paraphyletic individuals into monophyletic taxa may lead
to a loss of information and poor or even biased tree reconstruction, as indicated in our results.
Our study thus highlighted the need to consider gene flow effects in the phylogeography of
recently diverged genetic complexes.

Cytonuclear discordance caused by unbiased gene flow
Although we used a different set of samples from those of Turmelle et al. (2011), both studies
analyzed the range-wide phylogeography of big brown bats and the identified genetic patterns
are comparable. We showed that the cytonuclear discordance in big brown bats was not
“extreme” but minor and comparable to the discordances among nuclear trees (Fig 2.4),
indicating the effects of ILS and gene flow but no additional sex-biased processes. We thus
rejected the suggestion by Turmelle et al. (2011) that cytonuclear discordance in big brown bats
was due to male-biased gene flow homogenizing the nuclear genome while female philopatry
drove mitochondrial divergence. Field studies of big brown bats also showed no evidence of
extreme male-biased dispersal, but found that the species did not typically travel great distances
(maximum 98 km, Beer 1955) and that gene flow occurred mainly by promiscuous mating at
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swarming sites rather than long-distance individual dispersal (Veith et al. 2004; Vonhof et al.
2006). In addition, female dispersal and gene flow have been observed in big brown bats (Kurta
& Baker 1990; Vonhof et al. 2008), rejecting strict female philopatry. We thus warn against
invoking the assumed mammalian male-biased gene flow to explain cytonuclear discordance,
which may mask the effects of other evolutionary processes (Lawson Handley & Perrin 2007;
Zink & Barrowclough 2008; Toews & Brelsford 2012).

Historical divergence triggered by climate change
Demographic modeling supported the third hypothesis that contemporary population divergence
is shaped by historical isolation combined with secondary gene flow (Appendix B Fig S10). The
initial divergence was estimated in the Holocene (point estimation 6020 years ago, Appendix B
Fig S10), indicating historical isolation during Holocene range expansion. However, this
estimation might involve biases from sample size, genetic markers, prior parameter settings, and
the underlying demographic model. Importantly, we used demographic modeling to test our three
phylogeographic hypotheses rather than to estimate parameters, and the supported models are
merely the better-fitting ones (based on AIC values) among our tests, whereas true demographic
history would be much more complicated (i.e., with changes in population size and directional
gene flow at different rates). Considering these limitations, it is possible that the actual
divergence time was earlier than our estimation, dating back to the Pleistocene, which would
indicate historical isolation in glacial refugia. Similarly, the LGM distribution showed an overall
continuous range but indicated possible local refugia and isolation. Regardless of the exact
divergence time, both the end Pleistocene and the early to mid-Holocene correspond with periods
of climate change (Wanner et al. 2008; Clark et al. 2009) that had dramatic effects on species
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distributions. Therefore, our data indicated that climate change might have triggered the initial
phylogeographic divergence in big brown bats.
How population divergence may lead to speciation is an open question and possibly involves
multiple mechanisms such as natural selection. We showed that divergent phylogeographic
clades (e.g., Pacific and Southwest) could merge back to near panmixia (e.g., the west population
cluster) under strong gene flow, potentially resulting in high genetic diversity but low species
richness. Therefore, climate change alone may be insufficient to complete speciation, especially
in highly dispersive and generalist taxa such as microbats (e.g., Morales & Carstens 2018). In
such cases, complete speciation would require further reinforcement of the initial divergence
through potentially different mechanisms such as natural and sexual selection and co-evolution
of biomes.

Divergence in the Caribbean
Divergence in the Caribbean supported multiple insular subspecies (Fig 2.1; Fig 2.5a) but
showed some differences from the distribution described by Kurta and Baker (1990). First, two
subspecies were identified in the Bahamas islands, E. f. bahamensis and E. f. dutertreus, the
latter also being present in Cuba, but our genetic data showed that all Bahamas individuals were
more closely related to each other than to the Cuban individual. Second, the subspecies E. f.
hispaniolae was identified both in Jamaica and the Dominican Republic, and an endemic
subspecies (E. f. wetmorei) was identified in Puerto Rico. However, our genetic data showed that
individuals from the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico were more closely related to each
other, while the Jamaican individual formed a distinct lineage in the Caribbean clade. However,
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our results could be biased by limited samples in the Caribbean, and additional fine-scale
sampling across the Caribbean islands would greatly help our understanding of the genetic and
morphological diversity of these insular populations. Our results also indicated high levels of
endemism and genetic drift in the Caribbean and supported open water as a strong barrier to gene
flow in big brown bats (Burnett 1983), which was also suggested for several other Caribbean
bats (e.g., Muscarella et al. 2011; Speer et al. 2017; Loureiro et al. 2019).
Phylogeographic analyses indicated an early divergence of the Caribbean clade followed by
recolonization from eastern North America. Demographic modeling favored a simultaneous
divergence of Caribbean and continental clades, but these data require caution as we did not
model recolonization scenarios. Constrained species distributions in the LGM indicated that the
common ancestor of big brown bats might have originated from southern North America, from
where the species initially colonized the Caribbean and generated the early island-continent
divergence. A similar colonization route has been reported in other widespread Caribbean bats
(e.g., Loureiro et al. 2019). Holocene range expansion might have caused secondary island
colonization from eastern North America. Occasional over-water migration of Caribbean bats
may be facilitated by seasonal hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico (Willig et al. 2010; Pedersen et
al. 2013), helping maintain the viability of Caribbean populations.

Conservation management under climate change
Following the guidelines for defining conservation units (Barbosa et al. 2018), we suggest the
five phylogeographic clades (Caribbean, East, Pacific, Mexico, Southwest) as distinct
evolutionary units based on their historical isolation and detected divergence in nuclear and
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mitochondrial DNA, and even morphology (Fig 2.1). We suggest the three populations
(Caribbean, East, West) form distinct conservation units as they better represent current
connectivity (Barbosa et al. 2018). Conservation should be prioritized in the Caribbean
considering its genetic uniqueness, morphological diversity, small population sizes, and the
predicted imminent and severe habitat loss under climate change. SDM supported strong effects
of winter temperatures on species distributions (Table S4; Burnett 1983; Hoffman & Genoways
2008; Whitaker & Gummer 1992), indicating that range shifts might be the primary way for big
brown bats to keep up with rapid climate change. However, caution is warranted, as we only
modeled climatic variables whereas the realized distribution is also impacted by other factors
such as insect abundance (Wagner et al. 2021), vegetation (Lenoir 2020), species ecological
traits (Lyons et al. 2010), and human activities (Whitaker & Gummer 2000). In addition,
adaptation to warmer climates (Kurta & Baker 1990) could make Caribbean populations less
vulnerable or sensitive to climate change than predicted (Razgour et al. 2019), but the longevity
of big brown bats (up to 19 years, Kurta & Baker 1990) might slow the process of adaptation to
changing environments. Future studies with additional sampling on the Caribbean islands are
needed to test the hypothesized local adaptation and to inform conservation management of these
diverse insular populations.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we detected fine scale nuclear divergence with strong impacts of gene flow in big
brown bat phylogeography. Our study tackled genetic complexities in early divergence governed
by short evolutionary time, varying divergence mechanisms, and recurrent gene flow. The results
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gave a snapshot of the highly dynamic within-species evolutionary processes and populationlevel divergence fluctuations in the absence of speciation.
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Figure 2.1 Geographic distribution and sampling of big brown bats. The Mercator projection
map shows the IUCN species distribution and the 11 subspecies based on Kurta and Baker
(1990). Samples retained in this study (n=182) cover the range of all but three subspecies (in
parenthesis). Each dot represents one individual and triangles represent those included in the
reduced dataset (n=26, see Methods). Fill colors represent phylogeographic clades (labeled on
the map) and outline colors represent the assigned population clusters in the Caribbean (orange),
Eastern North America (red), and Western North America (blue). Four samples have inconsistent
cluster assignments across methods and are shown with black outlines.
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Figure 2.2 Maximum likelihood phylogeography and range-wide population clusters. a)
The best-scoring maximum likelihood tree from RAxML with bootstraps > 75 labeled at the
nodes. Each tip represents one individual (182 Eptesicus fuscus, the big brown bat, and 5
outgroups in the genus Eptesicus) and asterisks indicate those selected in the reduced dataset
(n=27). Colors represent the assigned phylogeographic clades. The branch length scale bar is
shown at the bottom and the outgroup branch is truncated. b) Bar plots of percent ancestry
estimated in ADMIXTURE using the range-wide dataset (182 big brown bats) at K of three
(optimal). Each bar represents one individual and is in the same order corresponding to the ML
tree tips. Colors indicate population clusters: Eastern North America in red, the Caribbean in
orange, and Western North America in blue.
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Figure 2.3 Estimated effective migration surfaces (EEMS). Mercator projection maps show
black dots representing the deme grids with big brown bat samples and bigger dots indicating
larger sample sizes. The division of all deme grids is shown in the supplementary Appendix B
Fig S4. a) Effective migration rates estimated as genetic dissimilarities between demes. b)
Effective diversity rates estimated as genetic dissimilarities between individuals within the same
deme.
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Figure 2.4 Discordances among quartet-based nuclear topologies and the mitochondrial
topology of big brown bats. a) Nuclear trees estimated by the coalescent method SVDquartets
using the phylogeography dataset. Western individuals grouped in different ways from one
population to fully split phylogeographic clades. Numbers represent bootstrap supports. b) The
mitochondrial phylogeography modified from Turmelle et al. (2011).
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Figure 2.5 Divergence of big brown bats in the Caribbean and potential recolonization. a)
PCA of the island dataset (n=8) and the Caribbean clade of the ML tree. PC1 is plotted on the yaxis and PC2 on the x-axis. Individuals are labeled by sampling sites. b) The TreeMix result
showing optimal four migration edges among clades.
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Figure 2.6 MaxEnt models of big brown bat distributions across evolutionary times. a) The
Last Glacial Maximum, b) The mid-Holocene. c) The current time. Warmer colors indicate
higher presence probabilities in the Mercator projection maps. d) The delta presence probability
between the current model and the future model of maximal greenhouse gas emissions.
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Abstract
Population genetic studies in non-model systems increasingly use next-generation sequencing to
obtain more loci, but such methods also generate more missing data that may affect downstream
analyses. Here we focus on the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) which has been widely
used to explore and visualize population structure with mean-imputed missing data. We
simulated data of different population models with various total missingness (1%, 10%, 20%)
introduced either randomly or biased among individuals or populations. We found that
individuals biased with missing data would be dragged away from their real population clusters
to the origin of PCA plots, making them indistinguishable from true admixed individuals and
potentially leading to misinterpreted population structure. We also generated empirical data of
the big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus) using restriction site-associated DNA sequencing
(RADseq). We filtered three data sets with 19.12%, 9.87%, and 1.35% total missingness, all
showing nonrandom missing data with biased individuals dragged towards the PCA origin,
consistent with results from simulations. We highlight the importance of considering missing
data effects on PCA in non-model systems where nonrandom missing data are common due to
varying sample quality. To help detect missing data effects, we suggest to 1) plot PCA with a
color gradient showing per sample missingness, 2) interpret samples close to the PCA origin
with extra caution, 3) explore filtering parameters with and without the missingness-biased
samples, and 4) use complementary analyses (e.g., model-based methods) to cross-validate PCA
results and help interpret population structure.
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Introduction
Studies of population structure provide a critical foundation for understanding ecology,
evolution, and conservation management. Population structure indicates genetic divergence due
to evolutionary and ecological processes such as migration, isolation, and adaptation.
Characterizing contemporary population divergence also helps to delineate management units
and conservation priorities, especially in non-model systems that are under-studied. Population
delineation has been largely facilitated by the reduced-representation next-generation sequencing
methods, such as restriction site-associated DNA sequencing (RADseq, Andrews et al. 2016),
because these methods do not require prior knowledge of the genome and can sequence hundreds
of thousands of loci with limited budgets. However, next-generation sequencing methods also
intrinsically generate large amounts of missing data. Random missing data can arise from
stochastic processes such as uneven sequencing depths. Nonrandom missing data can arise from
biological processes, such as allele dropout due to mutation at the enzyme cutting site, or
artificial processes such as variable sample quality and bioinformatic filtering (Arnold et al.
2013; Huang & Knowles 2016; Nunziata & Weisrock 2017). A recent study found that in nonmodel systems, RADseq libraries enriched from poor-quality DNA templates are likely to
generate more (nonrandom) missing data (up to 60%) than what would be expected from allele
dropout due to natural mutation (Rivera-Colon et al. 2021). Both the high amount and the
nonrandom distribution of missing data are common in genetic studies of non-model systems.
Therefore, it is important to know the potential effects of missing data on the delineation of
population structure in non-model systems.
Several studies have tested missing data effects on population delineation but provided
contradictory results and suggestions. Some found that missing data had little influence on
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identifying population structure and suggested less stringent filtering to get more genetic loci
(Huang & Knowles 2016; Eaton et al. 2017; Shafer et al. 2017; Hodel et al. 2017). By contrast,
others found that missing data impact the identified population structure, and that optimal
filtering parameters should be tuned in each specific study (Arnold et al. 2013; Wright et al.
2019). Despite the contradiction, these studies show that missing data can bias population
delineation, but such effects may depend on specific data sets and analytical approaches.
In this study, we focus on the principal component analysis (PCA), a multivariate approach that
has been widely used in genetic and genomic studies to explore divergence patterns, summarize
data variation, and visualize overall population structure (Novembre et al. 2008; Novembre &
Stephens 2008; Jombart et al. 2009). Briefly, PCA transforms the raw data matrix of multiple
variables into a lower-dimension matrix of principal components (PC) ordered by their retained
variation (for mathematic details refer to Wold et al. 1987; Queen et al. 2002). In the context of
population genetics, raw variables of multiple genetic loci (e.g., microsatellites, single nucleotide
polymorphisms or SNPs) are usually centered and scaled into a standardized matrix in PCA
before being converted into fewer PC dimensions (Jombart et al. 2009). The dominant
population structure is captured by the first two or three PCs that retain the highest variation, and
thus these PCs are usually plotted to visualize the overall genetic pattern. However, PCA and
other multivariate analyses do not allow missing data in the input. Some developed PCA
programs can tolerate and skip missing data (e.g., Dray & Josse 2015) but those algorithms are
adapted to specific goals (e.g., detecting adaptive loci in pcadapt, Luu et al. 2017), while PCA
used for population delineation requires either removal or imputation of missing data. Complete
elimination of missing data is difficult because samples unavoidably have variable quantities and
qualities, and too stringent bioinformatic filtering could reduce power by removing the most
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variable loci and/or samples (Huang & Knowles 2016). Imputation of missing data can be done
by sophisticated methods such as in genomic association studies (e.g., human disease, animal
and plant breeding) that have access to high-quality reference genomes, linked haplotypes, and
strong genotype-phenotype correlations (Yu & Schaid 2007; Dray & Josse 2015; Xavier et al.
2016). However, such data are usually unavailable in population genetic studies of non-model
systems which instead use the mean imputation of missing data, such as defaults of the most
widely used R packages adegenet (Jombart & Ahmed 2011) and SNPRelate (Zheng et al. 2012).
The mean imputation strategy replaces missing data by mean allele frequencies of the
corresponding loci estimated across the entire data set (i.e., individuals from all populations
considered altogether). Center standardization of the mean-imputed matrix would recode the
original missing data as zeros and thus un-informative in PCA. The mean imputation strategy
makes it easy to run PCA on any genetic data sets and seems to work well in many cases. For
example, using the package SNPRelate on empirical RADseq datasets, a study found that despite
more missing data, less stringent filtering worked better to identify population structure in PCA
(Hodel et al. 2017). However, in theory, mean imputation of high amounts of missing data would
result in lots of zeros in the standardized matrix, leaving less overall and sample-specific
variation to be analyzed in PCA. For example, a study using PCoA, a similar multivariate
approach, found that RADseq data sets with an intermediate amount of missing data (i.e., 10%
missingness compared to 5% and 20%) generated the best results for population structure
(Wright et al. 2019). Therefore, missing data effects remain unclear and under-considered in
PCA inference of population genetics.
In this study we ask three major questions.1) Do the mean-imputed missing data affect PCA
interpretation? If so, how? 2) Are such effects related to the type of missing data (random or
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biased) and the type of population structure (highly diverged or admixed)? 3) How to detect and
mitigate the effects of missing data on PCA interpretation of population structure? We predict
that high amounts of missing data will reduce the detected genetic variation, and that nonrandom
missing data will bias PCA-based inference of population structure (Dray & Josse 2015). To test
these predictions, we simulated genetic data sets under different population divergence patterns
and introduced various amounts of missing data either randomly or nonrandomly (i.e., biased
among individuals and/or populations). We also tested missing data effects using empirical
RADseq data sets of the big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus), a widespread species distributed from
southern Canada to northern South America (Kurta & Baker 1990). We collected samples from
eastern North America, western North America, and Caribbean Islands, the three putative
populations identified based on morphology (Kurta & Baker 1990; Hoffman & Genoways 2008)
and genetics (Neubaum et al. 2007; Turmelle et al. 2011). All PCA runs were conducted with the
default mean imputation in the R package adegenet (Jombart & Ahmed 2011), a widely used
method in population genetic studies. We demonstrate how missing data can affect PCA results
and bias interpretation of population structure, especially when missing data are nonrandom
among individuals. We suggest an easy check of missing data effects by color-coding PCA plots
based on missing values, and we call for caution in the interpretation of samples or populations
located around the origin of PCA plots.

Materials and Methods
Simulated data sets
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We simulated genetic data of biological populations with different divergence patterns (Fig 3.1).
We used the R package Coala (Staab and Metzler, 2016) to create evolutionary models and to
call the coalescent simulator ms (Hudson 2002) to generate genetic data sets. For each model, we
simulated three populations each with 25 diploid individuals (sample_size=25, ploidy=2) and
5,000 biallelic SNP loci (loci_number=5000, loci_length=1, mutation rate=1, fixed number). All
three populations diverged from each other simultaneously at 0.9 time units backwards. We
chose the three-population scenario for clarity and a good representation of common biological
patterns simulated by different per-generation migration rates (m). Specifically, we simulated
highly diverged populations that have no gene flow (m=0, model p3); weakly diverged
populations with high gene flow (m=0.5, model p3_mig); population cline (i.e., stepping-stone or
isolation by distance) where gene flow (m=0.5) only occurs between adjacent populations
(model cline); and a continent-island system where gene flow between continent and island
(m=0.05) is a magnitude lower than the within-continent gene flow (m=0.5, model island; Fig
3.1). Each model was simulated five times and consistency among replicates was confirmed
based on their PCA plots (see below). Subsequent analyses were processed using one replicate
simulation per model.
The simulated data were output as haploid segregation site matrices and were transformed into
diploid SNP matrices where individual genotypes are coded as 0 (homozygotes of the ancestral
allele), 1 (heterozygotes), or 2 (homozygotes of the alternative allele). These SNP matrices were
the raw complete data, and we then introduced three levels of total missingness by replacing 1%,
10%, and 20% of the raw genotypes with “NA” (i.e., the code for missing data). These levels
were selected to cover the range of missing values that are likely to be used in empirical studies
(e.g., Wright et al. 2019). In addition, for each level of total missingness, we introduced missing
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data either randomly or nonrandomly with bias among individuals or populations. Random
missing data were introduced across the entire raw SNP matrix. Individual-biased missing data
were introduced in all populations by having 80% missingness per population condensed in five
individuals (20% of the population), while the other 20% missingness were introduced randomly
among the remaining 80% individuals from that population. Population-biased missing data were
introduced by having 80% of the total missingness condensed within one population (random
among individuals within that population), while the other missing data were introduced
randomly among and within the other two populations. We did not introduce locus-biased
missing data because the genetic loci biased with a high percent of missing data (i.e., low
genotyping rates) would have been filtered out through standard bioinformatics processing.
The raw SNP matrices and the matrices introduced with missing data were all transformed into
the genlight format and analyzed using the function glPca of the R package adegenet 2.1.3
(Jombart & Ahmed 2011). We applied the default mean imputation on missing data, and the
default standardization using center and scale of the number of alleles. We also ran PCA without
centering (center=F in glPca) on a few representative data sets to see if the centering process
could explain the detected missing data effects. But it should also be noted that no centering is
not recommended for studies of population structure (Jombart et al. 2009). All PC axes were
retained to calculate their percent variation, and results were visualized by plotting scores of the
first two PCs using the package ggplot2 (Wickham 2016). All the simulation, incorporation of
missing data, and PCA analyses were done in R 4.0.1 (R Core Team 2020), and the custom R
scripts are available on GitHub (https://github.com/xuelingyi/missing_data_PCA).

Empirical data sets
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We collected 96 samples of big brown bats from researchers and museums (Smithsonian
National Museum of Natural History, USNM; American Museum of Natural History, AMNH;
museum catalogs in Appendix C Table S1). Genomic DNA was extracted from contemporary
tissue samples using Qiagen DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit, and from museum samples using an
optimized phenol-chloroform protocol (Alminas et al. 2021). Extracted DNA was Qubit
quantified, normalized into 200ng in 10ul volume per sample, and built into a RADseq library
following the bestRAD protocol in Ali et al. (2016). In brief, normalized DNA was digested
using the restriction enzyme SbfI-HF, ligated with bestRAD adapters and unique 8bp barcodes,
and then pooled by 5ul per sample and sheared in a Qsonica Q500 sonicator with 4 cycles of 30
sec on and 59 sec off. The sheared DNA fragments were visually checked on an E-gel agarose
gel, size-selected using AMPure XP beads, purified using Dynabeads, and prepared with the
NEBNext Ultra DNA library prep kit for Illumina. The library was sequenced using Illumina
Novaseq 6000 (paired-end 150bp) by Novogene Corporation.
The raw sequencing data were processed using the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee’s
research computational cluster. We used the program process_radtags in STACKS v2.2
(Rochette et al. 2019) to demultiplex raw data, trim reads into 140bp, and remove the reads that
had missing RAD cut sites or low qualities (average Q < 10 for the window slide 15% of read
length, default). The big brown bat reference genome (GCF_000308155.1_EptFus1.0) was
downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information and indexed using the
Burrows-Wheeler Alignment tool (bwa, Li & Durbin 2009). The demultiplexed reads were
aligned to the indexed reference genome using bwa mem in SAMtools (Li et al. 2009). The
program gstacks was used to remove unmapped reads and PCR duplicates from the alignments
and identify RAD loci. The program populations was used to filter for a minor allele frequency >
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0.02 and to output only the first SNP of each RAD locus to minimize linkage disequilibrium.
Data from populations were ordered and export into a vcf file which was further filtered in
VCFtools 0.1.16 (Danecek et al. 2011) for a minimum depth of 3 and > 50% genotyping rates.
Samples with more than 90% missing data across the remaining SNPs were removed to generate
the first empirical data set. This data set was further filtered into two additional data sets using
85% and 98% minimum genotyping rates. The amount of missing data per individual in all three
data sets was calculated using VCFtools. It is important to note that the above filtering processes
were not to obtain optimal data for population genetic analyses, but only to generate empirical
data sets with variable total missingness to demonstrate missing data effects, which is the goal of
this study.
The filtered data sets were transformed from vcf into the genlight format using the package vcfR
1.11.0 (Knaus & Grünwald 2017). The total amount of missingness in each filtered data set was
obtained from the summary of the genlight files. PCA was conducted in the same manner above
using glPca with default mean imputation and standardization and all PC axes were retained. To
help visualize missing data effects, we labeled the individuals from Vermont and North Carolina
(the East population), Oregon (the West population), and Nebraska (potential hybrid zone) on the
PCA plots.

Results
Simulated data sets
All simulated population structure was accurately identified using PCA on the raw SNP matrices
without missing data (Fig 3.1), and the five replicates of each model showed almost identical
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PCA plots (Appendix C Fig S1) which confirmed the consistency of our simulation. High
migration rates reduced inter-population divergence and increased intra-population variation,
resulting in bigger and looser population clusters in PCA plots. It is worth noting that no
individual fell around the PCA origin in the p3_mig model (Fig 3.1b; Appendix C Fig S1),
whereas a few individuals from the admixed population (pop2) in the cline model were always
located around the origin (Fig 3.1c; Appendix C Fig S1). These results indicate that admixed or
hybrid individuals would be located close to the origin on PCA plots if populations diverge
under the stepping-stone model, or isolation by distance. In addition, the difference between the
variance retained on PC1 and PC2 is always bigger in the cline model than in the p3_mig model,
which is consistent with the lack of migration between end populations in the cline model. PCA
of the island model also accurately reflected the true population structure by showing the highest
divergence on PC1 between island (pop2) and continental populations, followed by the much
lower divergence on PC2 between continental populations (Fig 3.1d).
The full PCA plots on the matrices introduced with missing data are in the Supplemental
Information (Appendix C Fig S2-S5). We found that introducing a total of 1% missing data did
not affect PCA results regardless of missing data types or evolutionary models. These results
suggest that the mean imputation strategy should work well for PCA when missing data are rare.
Similarly, random missing data did not have obvious impacts on PCA results across models.
However, high amounts of random missing data reduced the explained genetic variation (e.g.,
lower variation on PC1) and resulted in looser population clusters with unclear boundaries on
PCA plots. For example, with total 20% random missing data, PCA showed highly ambiguous
boundaries among weakly diverged populations in the model p3_mig (Appendix C Fig S3),
between adjacent populations in the cline model (Appendix C Fig S4), and between continental
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populations in the island model (Appendix C Fig S5). Accordingly, our results supported the
prediction that high amounts of random missing data will reduce the amount of genetic variation
that would be detected if the data set contained little or no missing data. In other words, PCA
does not have much power with mean-imputed high amounts of missing data, and this lack of
analytical power may be misinterpreted as a lack of population structure based on PCA plots.
We found that nonrandom missing data can bias PCA results, and the biasing effects are
influenced by the total amounts of missingness and the underlying population structure. Overall,
no obvious bias was detected when the total missingness is low (1%), whereas higher
missingness always exaggerated the biasing effects. When nonrandom missing data are
condensed within a few individuals in each population (individual-biased), those individuals tend
to be dragged away from their real population clusters and towards the origin of PCA plots,
making them indistinguishable from any true admixed individuals that originated from high
migration rates (Fig 3.2). On the other hand, if migration is low and population structure is
strong (e.g., in the p3 and island models), the unbiased individuals would still tightly cluster into
populations while the individuals biased with missing data would seem to form an additional
“cluster” around the PCA origin (e.g., Fig 3.3a), which might be misinterpreted as those
individuals being more similar to each other and as cryptic structure. When nonrandom missing
data are condensed within a population (population-biased), the biased population would show
reduced intra-population variation and would be dragged towards the origin of PCA plots,
resulting in under-estimated divergence between the biased and unbiased populations. For
example, in the island model, high amounts of missing data condensed in the island population
resulted in a much lower level of island-continent divergence as detected by the PC1 variation
(Fig 3.3b). In addition, effects of population-biased missing data depend on the biased
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population. For example, almost identical PCA plots were obtained when high amounts of
missing data are biased in one population of the p3_mig model (Appendix C Fig S3) and in the
admixed population (pop2) of the cline model (Fig 3.4a). Both results indicate the biased
population as an admixture, an incorrect interpretation for the p3_mig model. On the other hand,
when high amounts of missing data are condensed in an end-population (pop3) of the cline
model, mean imputation using average allele frequencies not only drag this population to the
PCA origin, but also make it overlap with the true admixed pop2 and seem to “disappear” on the
PCA plot (Fig 3.4b). In summary, our results showed that nonrandom missing data will drag the
biased individuals (or populations) towards the PCA origin and make them indistinguishable
from true admixed individuals (or populations).
PCA without centering did not work well to visualize population structure, as shown in the plots
of the raw SNP matrices of p3_mig and cline models (Appendix C Fig S6). PCA without
centering did help distinguish the missing-data biased individuals (or populations) from the true
admixed individuals (or populations) because the latter were not around the origin when data
were not centered (Appendix C Fig S6), but the same information is also expressed in the plots
of centered PCA when points are color coded by their level of missing data. Accordingly, our
data confirmed that PCA without centering is not appropriate for population genetic studies.

Empirical data sets
We sequenced 96 big brown bat individuals and obtained a total of 847,133,692 reads.
Demultiplexing retained 675,346,692 (79.7%) reads in total and 7,725 to 33,773,190 reads per
individual (mean 7,034,861, SD 7,381,381), indicating large variation and potential bias of
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sequencing data among individuals. All individuals were aligned to the reference genome and
58.9% reads were removed as PCR duplicates. The VCFtools filtering retained 72 individuals
(Fig 3.5; Appendix C Table S1) and 76,809 SNPs with total 19.12 % missing data (herein the
bat20 data set). Further filtering by genotyping rates generated 25,674 SNPs with total 9.87 %
missingness in the bat10 data set, and 100 SNPs with total 1.35 % missing data in the bat1 data
set.
PCA on all empirical data sets showed the highest divergence on PC1 between the West and East
populations, followed by the continent-island divergence on PC2 in bat10 and bat20 data sets
(Fig 3.5). This pattern is consistent with the range-wide genetic study of big brown bats, which
found closer evolutionary relationships between East and Caribbean populations than those
between East and West populations (Turmelle et al. 2011). The data set bat1 grouped Caribbean
individuals within the East population probably due to the limited power from only 100 SNPs
(Fig 3.5a). On the other hand, data sets bat10 and bat20 both detected strong continent-island
divergence (Fig 3.5b, c), indicating high genetic drift in the island population, although the small
sample size of two Caribbean individuals could also affect the PCA indicated divergence. Plots
of continental individuals using higher ordered PCs indicated substructure within the Western
population, including a roughly latitudinal divergence on PC3 and roughly longitudinal
divergence on PC4 (Appendix C Fig S7).
All three empirical data sets had individual-biased nonrandom missing data, as shown by the
gradient coloring based on per individual missingness (Fig 3.5), and we detected similar effects
of missing data as those in the simulated data sets. One individual from North Carolina had the
highest missingness and was always placed around the PCA origin, while the other NC
individuals with low missingness were well clustered within the East population. Similarly, a
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few Oregon individuals biased with missing data were dragged from deep inside the West
population towards the PCA origin, a process that is visible as the higher total missingness
resulted in increasingly biased missing data. On the other hand, individuals from Nebraska
(labeled with “x” and “+” in Fig 3.5) had low missingness in all data sets but were also located
close to the PCA origin, suggesting genetic admixture of these individuals which is consistent
with the other findings of Nebraska as a potential hybrid zone (Hoffman & Genoways 2008). It
is also worth noting that the individual labeled with “x” is not only geographically closest to the
East population, but also was always closer to the PCA origin than the other two Nebraska
individuals that are labeled with “+” (Fig 3.5). The one individual from Vermont was identified
as an outlier and was found more closely related to the West population in all three data sets,
contradictory to its sampling location (Fig 3.5; Appendix C Fig S7). This individual was also
biased with high missingness in the bat10 and bat20 data sets, making it unclear whether the
detected pattern arose from a real genetic signal, the missing data bias, or potential errors (e.g.,
contamination). Plots using higher ordered PCs were also impacted by the missing data effects
with high-missingness individuals located around the origin (Appendix C Fig S7).

Discussion
Results from simulated and empirical data sets support our predictions that both the total
amounts and the distribution of missing data affect PCA results. The mean imputation strategy
only worked well when missing data are rare (total 1%), or when missing data are of medium
amounts (total 10%) and randomly distributed. When there are high amounts of random missing
data, the mean imputation can reduce data variation and analytical power, although no bias was
identified in our results. Accordingly, the previous study found minimal effects of missing data
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on PCA (Hodel et al. 2017) possibly because missing data were overall random in their data sets.
However, when missing data are nonrandom, mean imputation using average allele frequencies
can bias PCA plots by artificially making the missingness-biased individuals more similar to the
global “average” of the full input data set and closer to the origin of PCA plots. Such effects are
exaggerated with higher amounts or more extremely biased missing data, and may further lead to
misinterpretation of population structure based on PCA plots. In summary, high amounts of
random missing data reduce analytical power and can lead to under-estimated population
divergence. Nonrandom missing data drag missingness-biased individuals (or populations)
toward the PCA origin and make them indistinguishable from true admixed individuals (or
populations), potentially resulting in misidentified admixture and population structure. It should
be noted that the missing data effects or biases do not suggest flaws of the PCA algorithm but
arise from the imputation of input missing data. In other words, PCA characterizes patterns of
the imputed data sets rather than the originally input incomplete data set, and thus results should
be interpreted with consideration of the imputed missing data.
The missing data effects are also detected in plots using higher ordered PCs, which increases the
difficulty to interpret those PC axes. In population genetic studies, PCA results are normally
plotted only with the first two or three PCs for visualization purposes, and because the dominant
pattern should be captured in PC1 and PC2 where the highest variation is retained (Wold et al.
1987). Although higher ordered PCs may also capture biologically interesting patterns, it is
challenging to visualize plots of more than two dimensions, and variation on higher ordered PCs
would be hard to interpret without the context of dominant structure (captured in PC1 and PC2)
and with missing data effects. The higher ordered PCs may be more suitable in data exploration
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and may help formulate hypotheses for downstream analyses, such as to analyze regional
divergence using hierarchical STRUCTURE.
The effects of missing data shown in this study are more likely to be observed in non-model
systems, where variable sample quantities and qualities tend to generate high amounts of
nonrandom missing data in the next-generation sequencing (Arnold et al. 2013; Rivera-Colon et
al. 2021). Overall, our data supported the previous suggestions that intermediate amounts of
missing data (e.g., 10% total missingness) are more likely to generate optimal results (Arnold et
al. 2013; Wright et al. 2019), and that high amounts of missingness could be tolerated (Shafer et
al. 2017; Hodel et al. 2017) if missing data are random and the population structure is strong.
Clearly, there is no universal “rule” for bioinformatic filtering on missing values (i.e.,
genotyping rates), and data sets need to be optimized for specific systems, analyses, and aims of
the study. Such optimization also applies to other filtering parameters, such as minor allele
frequencies and linkage disequilibrium, which also play important roles in empirical data sets
and analyses (O’Leary et al. 2018; Linck & Battey 2019; Wright et al. 2019). These parameters
do not specifically filter for missing values but can indirectly affect the amount and distribution
of missing data. For example, a filtering for lower minor allele frequencies would retain more
loci and higher genetic variation, but probably also higher amounts of nonrandom missing data
such as due to allele dropout. Our empirical results showed that for PCA analyses, it is difficult
(if not impossible) to eliminate missing data effects without sacrificing analytical power (i.e.,
number of genetic loci or number of samples). Therefore, potential missing data effects need to
be considered for accurate interpretation of PCA results, especially when the population structure
is weak or unknown. We suggest researchers 1) plot PCA scores with a color gradient showing
per sample (either individual or population, depending on the input) missing data to detect
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potential biasing effects; 2) when samples biased with missing data are found around the PCA
origin, interpret those samples with high uncertainty; 3) if possible, remove the low-quality
samples with highest missingness and refilter the remaining samples (e.g., Cerca et al. 2021) to
get potentially more loci and more randomly distributed missing data; 4) use complementary
analyses (e.g., model-based methods) to cross-validate PCA results and help delineate population
structure. Because each method has its own power and caveats, no single method would be the
best under all conditions, but consistent signals across methods (e.g., multivariate analyses and
model-based methods) would increase confidence in the interpretation of population structure.
Here we tested effects of missing data on PCA using the mean imputation strategy, which is
contemporarily the most common approach in population genetic studies of non-model systems
(such as defaults of the R packages adegenet and SNPRelate). Although more sophisticated
imputation and adapted PCA algorithms that can tolerate missing data are available (Yu &
Schaid 2007; Dray & Josse 2015; Xavier et al. 2016; Luu et al. 2017), these approaches were not
developed to study population structure, and they remain largely impractical in non-model
systems where genomic structure, divergence patterns, and phenotype-genotype associations are
largely unknown. In addition, the existing sophisticated imputation methods were found to
generate different results with high amounts of missing data (20% in Xavier et al. 2016), which
may also bias PCA in different ways. We expect to see further advances in PCA-like approaches
for population genetic analyses, but it may take some time for such advances to be thoroughly
vetted and widely applied in non-model systems. One potentially convenient alternative to
consider would be to use within-group mean imputation by imputing missing data using mean
allele frequencies of the population of the imputed individual. Although within-group mean
imputation would not drag the missingness-biased individuals to the PCA origin, this method
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would instead drag those individuals to the population used to generate imputation values.
Therefore, within-group mean imputation can also generate biased results where the
missingness-biased individuals are indicated to be more closely related to their a priori assigned
population, or even placed within the wrong population cluster if the a priori population
assignment was wrong. Given these limitations, we do not recommend a within-group mean
imputation strategy which largely depends on the a priori population designation and can easily
bring artificial biases that are much more difficult to detect or justify than the straightforward
bias shown here. In addition, population genetic studies use PCA to visualize dominant structure,
explore data, assign individuals into groups, and identify outlier individuals. It would be a logical
fallacy to impute missing data based on the a priori population assignment, and then use PCA of
that imputed data to confirm or support the same a priori population assignment. Accordingly,
we recommend the default strategy of grand mean imputation over the possible within-group
mean imputation for assessing population genetic structure, especially when the population
divergence is weak or not fully understood. Regardless of the approach used, it is important to
always consider potential missing data biases when interpreting PCA-described population
structure, which is critical for further studies of evolution and conservation management in nonmodel systems.
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Figure 3.1 The simulated models and their original PCA without missing data. Each of the
three populations was simulated with 25 diploid individuals and 5,000 SNP loci. The four
evolutionary models were simulated with different migration parameters: a) p3 model, no
migration, b) p3_mig model, migration rate 0.5 per generation between all population pairs, c)
cline model, migration rate 0.5 per generation between adjacent populations, and d) island
model, migration rate 0.5 per generation between continental populations, while 0.05 per
generation between the island and continental populations. PCA plots of the four replicate
simulations of each model are highly consistent (Appendix C Fig S1).
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Figure 3.2 PCA on the individual-biased missing data introduced to a) p3_mig and b) cline
models. Individual shapes represent their population and are consistent with labels in Fig 3.1.
Individual colors represent their amounts of missing data with relatively higher missingness
shown in lighter blue in each plot. The following Figs are plotted in the same way.
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Figure 3.3 PCA on the island model with a) individual-biased and b) population-biased
missing data (the island population is biased). Only the extreme levels (1% and 20%) of total
missing data are shown here and results of the intermediate missingness are available in the
supplementary information (Appendix C Fig S5).
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Figure 3.4 PCA on the cline model with missing data condensed in the a) admixed
population and b) one end population. The admixed population (pop2) has high migration
with both end populations (pop1 and pop3) while no migration occurs between the end
populations (see Fig 3.1).
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Figure 3.5 Empirical data sets of the big brown bat. Plots a-c correspond to the filtered
empirical data sets with roughly 1%, 10%, and 20% total missing data. The number of retained
SNPs in each data set is given in the title of PCA plots. Individuals are shaped by population
corresponding to d) the distribution map of the retained 72 samples. PCA plots are colored by
the per individual missingness in each data set, and the map is colored by the per individual
missingness in the dataset bat20. Individuals from Oregon (the West population) and Vermont
and North Carolina (the East population) are labeled by state abbreviations. The three individuals
from Nebraska (potential hybrid zone) are labeled with “x” and “+” on top of the corresponding
dots, where the “x” individual was both geographically closest to the East population and closer
to PCA origins than the “+” individuals.
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Data of the replicate samples from the same individual
The individual AMNH_M-190167 (Eptesicus fuscus miradorensis from Mexico) was a dry skin
specimen and the extracted DNA was split into two replicate samples (EF112_1, EF112_2) in
sequencing. The replicate samples had different amounts of input DNA and were prepared using
either double-stranded (ds) or single-stranded (ss) libraries. The sample prepared using the ds
library was included in analyses. Data of the replicate samples are summarized below.
Comparable numbers of UCE loci were identified from the two replicates, but the ss library
output fewer reads and shorter contigs probably due to the less input DNA. Interestingly, the ss
library generated more UCEs than the ds library, although the mean lengths of UCE loci were
much shorter. We think this is because the ss library can ligate short DNA fragments to allow
sequencing on the degraded molecules that would be filtered out in the ds library, resulting in
slightly higher number of total UCEs but those loci were also much shorter. On the other hand,
the ss library generates fewer contigs than the ds library, indicating that the ss library preparation
effectively maximized the output of targeted loci rather than ligating and sequencing errors or
random reads (the majority of contigs). Accordingly, our results showed that the ss library
preparation performed well on degraded DNA and generated comparable results as the ds library
preparation.
ID
EF112_1

lib

#Trimmed
reads
22049978

Trimmed reads
mean length
127.6

#contigs

ds

DNA
/ng
1006.5

#UCE

543019

Contig mean
length
267.2

3861

UCE mean
length
1042.4

ss

585.6

10851526

117.9

102224

270.3

4005

445.9

(included)
EF112_2
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Table S1. The sampling information. Both the 96 samples sequenced in this study and the four
samples from Platt et al. (2018) are included. Museum catalogues of our collected samples are
provided.
Note: Table S1 is an independent Supplemental File.

Table S2. Comparison of the six biogeographic models in BioGeoBEARS. Models are ordered
based on AICc values. The input is the BPP tree topology.

DEC+J
DIVALIKE+J
BAYAREALIKE+J
DIVALIKE
DEC
BAYAREALIKE

LnL
-127.5
-130.1
-135.2
-150.3
-152.6
-169.5

d
0.003
0.004
0.003
0.014
0.009
0.012

e
1.00E-12
1.00E-12
1.00E-08
8.30E-03
1.00E-12
0.2
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j
0.049
0.047
0.059
0
0
0

AICc
261.5
266.8
276.8
304.8
309.5
343.3

AICc_wt
0.930
0.066
4.00E-04
3.60E-10
3.50E-11
1.60E-18

Figure S1. The ten biogeographic areas used in BioGeoBEARS analyses. All 95 individuals
collected for this study are mapped and colored by their biogeographic codes (Table S1). Solid
lines depict the 11 zoogeographic realms, and dashed lines depict the 20 zoogeographic regions
identified in Holt et al. (2013). Note that the Caribbean area was coded separately from the
Panamanian area in our analyses.
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Figure S2. The number of UCEs per sample. Each row represents one sample including the 96
samples sequenced in this study and the 4 samples selected from Platt et al. (2018). Row names
correspond with sample IDs in Table S1. The dashed red line shows the threshold of 500 UCEs,
and red bars are the 16 samples excluded from analyses (one replicate and 15 samples with <500
UCEs).
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Figure S3. The Bayesian individual phylogeny generated in ExaBayes. Numbers on the
nodes are posterior probabilities. Each tip represents one individual and is named by species
identity and sample source. The three individuals in red had misidentified species identities and
were excluded from downstream analyses. Branches in red highlight differences from the ML
individual phylogeny in Figure 2.

Figure S4. The quartet-based individual phylogeny generated in SVDquartets. Numbers on
the nodes are bootstrap supports. Each tip represents one individual and is named by species
identity and sample source. The three individuals in red had misidentified species identities and
were excluded from downstream analyses. Branches in red highlight differences from the ML
individual phylogeny in Figure 2.

Figure S5. Species trees generated by the summary method ASTRAL-III. Results were
obtained from gene trees of 500, 1000, and 2000 most informative UCEs (A-C) or all 3611
UCEs (D). Low-supported branches (bootstraps < 10) in the gene trees were collapsed. Numbers
on the nodes represent posterior probabilities. Red tips and branches in B-D highlight differences
from the species tree using 500 UCEs in A (also Fig3A) which was fixed in downstream
analyses and used in discussion.

Note: figures S3-S5 are independent Supplemental Files.
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Figure S6. Divergence times estimated by MCMCTree using the 500 randomly chosen
UCEs. The inserted plot shows high consistency of posterior mean divergence times estimated in
two independent runs. Each tip corresponds to one OTU represented by one individual in the
pruned data set (black dots in Fig 1.1 and solid tips in Fig 1.2). The tree topology was fixed by
results from ASTRAL-III using 500 UCEs (Fig 1.3A). Asterisks indicate the two soft-bound
calibrations. Numbers on nodes are posterior mean divergence times (millions of years ago) and
bars represent the 95% HPD.
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Figure S7. Comparisons of MCMCTree estimations using the 500 most informative UCEs
(x axis) or 500 randomly chosen UCEs (y axis). The left panel compares estimates of the mean
divergence times, and the right panel compares the 95% HPD at the same nodes. Solid lines
indicate the expectation of identical estimates (i.e., y=x) from the two analyses.
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Figure S8. The BioGeoBEARS reconstructed ancestral distribution using the DEC+J
model and the BPP topology. Tip letters represent the assigned biogeographic area(s) of each
OTU (also in Appendix A Table S1) corresponding to the legends. Pie charts on nodes represent
the estimated probabilities of ancestral geographic distribution. The most likely distributions are
labeled for the key nodes representing the MRCA of Histiotus and E. fuscus, the MRCA of all
New World clades, and the MRCA of the New World and Old World Eptesicus.
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(A)

(B)

Figure S9. The relationship between missing data and terminal branch lengths. The percent
missingness was calculated as the number of missing data (coded as “?”) divided by the total length
of the alignment in per sample. Individuals from Platt et al. (2018) are included as tissue samples.
A) The full data set using 84 samples and 3611 UCEs. Terminal branch lengths are from the ML
tree in Figure 1.2. B) The pruned data set using 54 samples and the 500 most informative UCEs.
Terminal branch lengths are from the timed tree in Figure 1.4.
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Figure S10. Photos of the two analyzed museum specimens identified as Histiotus velatus.
Photos were taken by Xueling Yi during sampling. Left: USNM_548683 collected from Brazil.
The yellowish fur color, paler skin color, and rounder ear tips make it look similar to the new
species H. diaphanopterus described in Feijó et al. (2015). However, the key feature, transparent
wings, was not identifiable in this museum specimen and it did not show a pale uropatagium
found in H. diaphanopterus (Feijó et al. 2015). Accordingly, we hesitated to rename it as a
different species with the data in hand. Right: FMNH_68506 collected from Peru. This specimen
has more typical morphological features described in H. velatus, including the dark brown fur
color, dark skin color, and triangular ears (Feijó et al. 2015).
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Table S1. A separate excel file listing the sample information. Catalogues of the museum
specimens retained in the analyses are included in the table.
Note: Table S1 is an independent Supplemental File.
The following museum specimens of big brown bats were loaned but yielded insufficient data for
analyses:
USNM_296712, USNM_103810, USNM_300532, USNM_576615, USNM_539754,
USNM_296709, USNM_296706, USNM_565065, USNM_329579, USNM_541106,
USNM_556383, USNM_507124, USNM_528738, USNM_531340, USNM_601279,
USNM_121906, USNM_129052, USNM_103809, USNM_252280, AMNH_M-149247,
AMNH_M-68688, AMNH_M-74304, AMNH_M-190167, AMNH_M-205167, AMNH_M163832, AMNH_M-21447, AMNH_M-188550, AMNH_M-143003, AMNH_M-141817,
AMNH_M-38491, AMNH_M-99048, FMNH_49154, FMNH_11773, NSRL_TK_8125,
NSRL_TK_912200, NSRL_TK_972145, ASNHC_16872, ASNHC_16961, ASNHC_16997,
ASNHC_17839, ASNHC_18125, ASNHC_18806, ASNHC_18827, ASNHC_18829,
ASNHC_19096, ASNHC_19097, ASNHC_19099, ASNHC_19100, ASNHC_19104,
ASNHC_19105, ASNHC_19297, UMNH_32395, UMNH_39930, LSUMZ_8081,
LSUMZ_11932, LSUMZ_12976, LSUMZ_12980, LSUMZ_17088, LSUMZ_M-10718,
LSUMZ_M-12, LSUMZ_M-1825, LSUMZ_M-559, LSUMZ_M-8, UMZM:Mamm:20593,
DMNS:Mamm:14138, DMNS:Mamm:17767, DMNS:Mamm:19461, DMNS:Mamm:14021,
DMNS:Mamm:14283, DMNS:Mamm:19671, UAZ_04104, UAZ_17019, UAZ_07240,
UAZ_25964, UAZ_23999, UAZ_11901, UAZ_16552, UAZ_10918, UAZ_15031, UAZ_10840,
UAZ_25972, UAZ_03626, UAZ_09937, UAZ_19334, UAZ_23946, UAZ_13444, UAZ_13600,
MSB:Mamm:125614, MSB:Mamm:156913, MSB:Mamm:126643, MSB:Mamm:126644,
FLMNH_33826, FLMNH_32624, MVZ:Mamm:238711, MVZ:Mamm:238669,
MVZ:Mamm:238649, MVZ:Mamm:238673, MVZ:Mamm:228337, MVZ:Mamm:225373,
MVZ:Mamm:225371, MVZ:Mamm:225363, MVZ:Mamm:225360
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Table S2. Summary of the five datasets used in this study.

Dataset

# Individuals

# SNPs

Analyses

Range-wide

182

2,928

ADMIXTURE, Structure, DAPC,
EEMS, IBD

Continent

174

24,957

Admixture, Structure, DAPC

Island

8

2,549

PCA

Phylogeography

187

149,766

RAxML, SVDquartets

Reduced
(repolarized)

27 (26)

4,079
(3,947)

RAxML, SVDquartets, TreeMix,
fastsimcoal2

Table S3. Summary of the iterative filtering on the range-wide dataset.
Software
STACKS v2.2-populations
VCFtools v0.1.16
Note:
The --max-missing value
equals to the minimum
genotyping rate.
The imiss value sets the
maximum percentage of
missing data per
individual.

Filtering
command
-r 0.5, --min_mac 3

# Individuals
retained
275

--imiss<0.8
--max-missing 0.7
--imiss<0.6
--max-missing 0.8
--imiss<0.5
--max-missing 0.85
--imiss<0.4
--max-missing 0.9
--imiss<0.3

233
233
207
207
195
195
184
184
182
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# SNPs
retained
111,977
111,977
42,707
42,707
19,883
19,883
10,021
10,021
2,928
2,928

Table S4. The seven selected bioclimatic variables out of all 19 variables from the
WorldClim. The initial species distribution model was constructed with all variables and their
percent contributions are shown below. The shaded 7 variables were selected for subsequent
distribution modeling.

ID

Bioclimatic variable

% contribution in
the initial model
0.9

BIO1

Annual Mean Temperature

BIO2

0.5

BIO3

Mean Diurnal Range (Mean of monthly (max temp min temp))
Isothermality (BIO2/BIO7) (* 100)

BIO4

Temperature Seasonality (standard deviation *100)

7.4

BIO5

Max Temperature of Warmest Month

14.3

BIO6

Min Temperature of Coldest Month

6.2

BIO7

Temperature Annual Range (BIO5-BIO6)

2.7

BIO8

Mean Temperature of Wettest Quarter

1.1

BIO9

Mean Temperature of Driest Quarter

1.3

0.3

BIO10 Mean Temperature of Warmest Quarter

0.1

BIO11 Mean Temperature of Coldest Quarter

59.9

BIO12 Annual Precipitation

0.3

BIO13 Precipitation of Wettest Month

1.6

BIO14 Precipitation of Driest Month

1

BIO15 Precipitation Seasonality (Coefficient of Variation)

0.4

BIO16 Precipitation of Wettest Quarter

0

BIO17 Precipitation of Driest Quarter

0.2

BIO18 Precipitation of Warmest Quarter

0

BIO19 Precipitation of Coldest Quarter

1.8
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Figure S1. Model-based and multivariate analyses on the population structure of the big
brown bat. A) Bar plots of percent ancestry estimated in STRUCTURE using the range-wide
dataset (optimal K=3) and the continent dataset (optimal K=2). Each bar represents one
individual and is ordered in the same way by the assigned cluster then by longitude. B)
Identification of the optimal number of clusters in STRUCTURE (the Evanno method),
ADMIXTURE (the cross-validation error), and DAPC - find.clusters (the BIC values). The rangewide dataset showed the lowest BIC at K=2, corresponding to the continent-island divergence,
but K=3 had similar support (deltaBIC = 1.1) and was thus determined optimal. C) DAPC plots
of the continental (2 clusters) and range-wide (3 clusters) datasets. D) PCA of the island dataset
with PC2 on the x-axis and PC3 on the y-axis. Samples were plotted separately in two groups
that have already diverged on PC1 (see Fig 2.5a).
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Figure S2. ADMIXTURE results of the range-wide dataset at K of two and three (optimal).
Left: each bar represents one individual. Individuals are ordered according to the tips of the ML
tree (Fig 2.2; Fig S4) and labeled with the State/Province of their sampling sites. Right:
Mercator projection maps showing distributions of all retained big brown bat samples (n=182).
Each pie chart represents one individual and those selected in the reduced dataset (n=26) are in a
black outline.

Figure S3. ADMIXTURE results of the continent dataset at K of two (optimal) and three.
Left: each bar represents one individual. Individuals are ordered according to the tips of the ML
tree (Fig 2.2; Fig S4) and labeled with the State/Province of their sampling sites. Right:
Mercator projection maps showing distributions of the retained big brown bat samples in the
continental dataset (n=174). Each pie chart represents one individual and those selected in the
reduced dataset (n=18) are in a black outline.

Note: figures S2, S3 are independent Supplemental Files.
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Figure S4. The estimated effective migration surfaces (EEMS) with deme grids. The input
habitat is equally divided into triangle deme grids (density parameter nDemes=800) in grey lines
on the Mercator projection maps. Black dots represent the demes with samples. A) Effective
migration rates estimated as genetic dissimilarities between demes. B) Effective diversity rates
estimated as genetic dissimilarities between individuals within the same deme.
A)

B)
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Figure S5. The maximum likelihood tree of the phylogeography dataset. Tips are shown in
the same order as in Fig 2.2 and are labeled by species names (5 outgroups) or
Country_State/Province of sampling sites (182 ingroups). Tip labels are coloured based on the
assigned phylogeographic clades. Tip nodes in black represent the subset of 35 putatively “pure”
individuals used to clarify the topology. Numbers at the nodes represent bootstrap supports (only
values > 75 are shown).

Figure S6. Tree analyses of the subset phylogeography dataset (n=128, excluding the
Southwest individuals). Numbers at the nodes represent bootstrap supports. Both the RAxML
and the SVDquartets-individual trees show tips representing individuals that are labeled by
species names (5 outgroups) or Country_State/Province of sampling sites (123 ingroups). Tip
labels are coloured based on the assigned phylogeographic clades. The SVDquartets-group trees
show tips representing phylogeographic clades with the two Pacific subclades combined or
separated in the analyses.

Figure S7. Tree analyses of the subset phylogeography dataset using potentially “pure”
individuals (n=35). A) The Mercator projection map showing geographic distributions of the
selected big brown bats (n=30, coloured by phylogeographic clades) and the other individuals
(n=157 including the 5 outgroups, in grey) in the phylogeography dataset. B) The ML tree of the
subset dataset. C) The quartet-based tree with each tip representing one individual. Individual
tips in B and C are labeled by species names (5 outgroups) or Country_State/Province of
sampling sites (30 ingroups). D) The quartet-based trees with tips representing phylogeographic
clades.

Figure S8. Tree analyses of the reduced dataset (n=27) using A) RAxML, B) SVDquartets
with tips representing phylogeographic clades, and C) SVDquartets with tips representing
individuals. Individual tips in A and C are labeled by species names (1 outgroups) or
Country_State/Province of sampling sites (26 ingroups).

Note: Figures S5-S8 are independent Supplemental Files.
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Figure S9. The summary of TreeMix results with different migration edges in optM. The
explained variance shows model fitness, and the Evanno method is used to select the optimal
number of migration edges (m=4).
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Figure S10. Hypothesis testing using demographic models. Arrows represent bidirectional
gene flow, solid lines represent divergence events, and dashed lines represent historical isolation
(i.e., a change of migration matrix in fastsimcoal2). Numbers on the right of each model are the
delta likelihoods (top, estimated-observed likelihoods) and delta AIC values (bottom, deviation
from the lowest AIC using the same dataset). Note that the delta likelihoods are high and indicate
that these models are not the best estimations of our data, but comparisons among models are
still informative and useful for our hypotheses testing. A) Models of three nuclear populations
for testing phylogeographic hypotheses. The west population includes individuals from
Pacific, Southwest, and Mexico. B) Models of the three western clades for testing hypotheses
of western refugia and divergence patterns. C) Models of all five phylogeographic clades
for testing western monophyly and divergence patterns. The better-fit model (i.e., the lowest
AIC) of all five phylogeographic clades was used for parameter estimation. Point estimates were
from the best run using the observed DSFS, and confidence intervals (CIs) were from nonparametric bootstrapping on 100 pseudoreplicate DSFS generated by random replacement using
vcf2sfs. Each pseudoreplicate DSFS had 50 independent runs under the best model, with initial
values from the best run of the observed DSFS (--initValues), 100,000 simulations, 20 ECM
cycles, and the other settings same as those in the main text. Parameter estimates from the 100
best runs of pseudoreplicate DSFS were used to calculate 95% percentile CIs in the R function
quantile and results are given below. Divergence time (assuming 2 years per generation):
T1=2110 (95% CI: 2067, 2634) years, T2=3794 (3734, 6536) years, T3=6020 (5935, 8739)
years. Migration rate per generation: Southwest-East=4.4E-04 (3.5E-04, 4.6E-04), SouthwestPacific=1.1E-03 (8.0E-04, 1.4E-03), Southwest-Mexico=7.3E-04 (3.2E-04, 9.9E-04). Effective
population size (# diploid individuals): NeCaribbean=1425 (1411, 2254), NeEast=5893 (5592,
8866), NeSouthwest=5909 (5864, 8061), NePacific=5356 (5220, 8066), NeMexico=5679 (5419,
18083).
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Figure S11. Testing the fit of tree topologies using demographic models. Arrows represent
bidirectional gene flow, solid lines represent divergence events, and dashed lines represent
historical isolation (i.e., a change of migration matrix in fastsimcoal2). Numbers on the right of
each model are the delta likelihoods (top, estimated-observed likelihoods) and delta AIC values
(bottom, deviation from the lowest AIC using the same dataset). The highlighted models have
the lowest AIC among the displayed scenarios.
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Figure S12. Response curves of the seven selected bioclimatic variables estimated using the
current species distribution model (1960-1990). See Table S4 for variable descriptions. The xaxis shows the range of the variable, and the y-axis shows the estimated probability of presence.
The curves are shown with standard deviation error bars generated from the 10-fold crossvalidation. Note that MaxEnt estimates each response curve using a model built with only the
corresponding bioclimatic variable.
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Figure S13. Predicted future species distribution in 2050 (A & B) and 2070 (C & D) using
the Mercator projection. Two climate change scenarios were used representing the minimum
(RCP 2.6, A & C) and maximum (RCP 8.5, B & D) greenhouse gas emissions.
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Supplementary materials

Nonrandom missing data can bias PCA inference of population genetic structure
Xueling Yi1, Emily K. Latch1
1
Behavioral and Molecular Ecology Research Group, Department of Biological Sciences,
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA

Table S1. Sample information of the 72 big brown bats retained in the empirical data sets.
Museum specimens are listed with the corresponding catalogues. Individual missing values in
the three empirical data sets are included.
Note: Table S1 is an independent Supplemental File.

Figure S1. PCA on the raw SNP matrices from replicated simulations. Each model was
simulated additional four times. PCA plots of the replicates simulated using the same model
were highly consistent.
Figure S2. PCA on the missingness-introduced matrices in the p3 model.
Figure S3. PCA on the missingness-introduced matrices in the p3_mig model.
Figure S4. PCA on the missingness-introduced matrices in the cline model.
Figure S5. PCA on the missingness-introduced matrices in the island model.
* Note: figures S1-S5 are independent Supplemental Files.
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Figure S6. Examples of PCA without centering standardization. The analyzed data sets are
indicated in the plot titles. Population labels correspond to the diagram in Fig 3.1. All incomplete
data sets have the total 20% missingness. PCA was conducted using the function glPca without
centering (center=F) and all PCs were retained.
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Figure S7. Continental divergence in the empirical bat data indicated by PC3 and PC4.
Individuals from the East population are plotted in squares, and individuals from the West
population are plotted by the states / provinces where they were collected. PC2 captured the
continent-island divergence (see in Fig 3.5) and thus was not included here. The outlier
individual in the data set bat10 was collected from Vermont. The data set bat20 indicates
substructure within the West population with roughly latitudinal divergence on PC3 and roughly
longitudinal divergence on PC4. Importantly, these plots of higher ordered PCs also indicate
missing data effects with high-missingness individuals being dragged to the PCA origin.
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